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 JUVENILE FICTION 

MAMA WITH THE BROKEN SPRING 
by Julia Kosivchuk 

Bilingual book in Ukrainian and English (both texts written by author). 

The collection tells stories about children who had a difficult fate, and about 
their undoubted hope for the best: about a girl whose mother fell ill, about 
orphans, about a boy with a disability, about children during the war, about a 
girl with a terrible disease ... Sometimes zealous, but at the same time joyful, 
full of love and angelic protection of the story. The book leaves an aftertaste 
of faith in a miracle - a miracle that is entirely in our hands.  

For children of preschool and primary school age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Julia KOSIVCHUK 

Julia Kosivchuk is ukrainian writer, singer and artist from Bukovyna region, 

now living and working in the USA for a long time. Yulia is involved in charity 

— she is an "angel" of Marta Levchenko`s charitable foundation in Chernivtsi 

to help mothers in the lap, children, and especially children with cancer. 

Julia's recognizable paintings of angels, which she sells at auctions, — help 

to raise funds to give children a chance for life. Julia is the author and 

performer of her own songs, collections of poetry in Ukrainian, short essays, 

and most of all her work is aimed at children —  it's fairy tales and poignant 

stories on social issues, poems. Julia illustrates her books with her own 

paintings. She also makes her own books bilingual - in Ukrainian and 

English. Most famous and loved by childrens books are "The War and Little 

Veera" and "Mama with the Broken Spring".. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Publishing house "Bukrek"   info@bukrek.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publishing house "Bukrek", Chernivtsi, Ukraine. Phone +380372552943, +380673720306. Contact person: Daryna Maxymets. 

e-mail: info@bukrek.net    https://www.bukrek.net 

2018 
104 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / 
Social Themes / General  
Rights held: World 
 

 

 

https://www.bukrek.net/


 

 JUVENILE FICTION 

THE WAR AND LITTLE VEERA 
by Julia Kosivchuk 

Bilingual book in Ukrainian and English (both texts written by author). 

 

The tale tells of the monster War, who brazenly interferes in the lives of 
children and feeds on their toys and laughter. However, little Veera still 
manages to defeat the horror.  (The prototype of the monster War is the real 
events of Russia's military aggression in the eastern regions of Ukraine in 
2014). The book is full of optimism and confidence that after the black bar will 
always be a white one. An additional gift for young readers are interesting 
games and tasks. 

For children of preschool and primary school age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Julia KOSIVCHUK 

Julia Kosivchuk is ukrainian writer, singer and artist from Bukovyna region, 

now living and working in the USA for a long time. Yulia is involved in charity 

— she is an "angel" of Marta Levchenko`s charitable foundation in Chernivtsi 

to help mothers in the lap, children, and especially children with cancer. 

Julia's recognizable paintings of angels, which she sells at auctions, — help 

to raise funds to give children a chance for life. Julia is the author and 

performer of her own songs, collections of poetry in Ukrainian, short essays, 

and most of all her work is aimed at children —  it's fairy tales and poignant 

stories on social issues, poems. Julia illustrates her books with her own 

paintings. She also makes her own books bilingual - in Ukrainian and 

English. Most famous and loved by childrens books are "The War and Little 

Veera" and "Mama with the Broken Spring".. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Publishing house "Bukrek"   info@bukrek.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publishing house "Bukrek", Chernivtsi, Ukraine. Phone +380372552943, +380673720306. Contact person: Daryna Maxymets. 

e-mail: info@bukrek.net    https://www.bukrek.net 

2018 
60 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / War 
& Military 
Rights held: World 
 

 

 

https://www.bukrek.net/


 

 JUVENILE FICTION 

ECHOES OF OUR HOUSE 
by Tetiana Vynnyk 

The edition has an award "The best book of the year of Ukraine 2016 in the 
nomination "World of Childhood"". 

The story tells about a girl Darynka, who was sad herself, so she really 
wanted a brother.  

However, when a boy — Romchyk — was born, Darynka became even 
more sad, because the family's attention was now focused on the baby. 
Girl's life changes when she meets an echo boy named Talalayko in an old 
attic. With her new friend, Darynka learns a lot of interesting things about 
the creatures that inhabit their home, about friendship and help. Darynka 
and Talalayko have interesting and instructive adventures, after which the 
girl begins to appreciate friendship and parental love more. A specific and 
unique thing about the story is that the main character Talalayko speaks in 
proverbs. It fills the text with humor, actualizes children's attention, makes 
the reading process interesting, exciting and instructive. 

The story is continued in the next book "Talalayko's Space Adventure" 
(2020) 

For children of preschool and primary school age. 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Tetiana VYNNYK 

Tetiana Vynnyk is a journalist, writer, translator. Member of the Association 
of Ukrainian Writers, head of the "Youth Platform" of the Kyiv organization of 
the National Union of Writers of Ukraine. Winner of the Korniychukovsky 
Prize (2018), Diploma of the Metaphor Competition (2015) for the translation 
of Sylvia Platt.  

 

Author of poetry, stories, plays and fairy tales for children. Her poems have 
been translated into English, Bulgarian, Russian, French, Georgian, Polish, 
Armenian, Italian and Romanian, Vietnamese and have been broadcast on 
radio and television. 

Tatiana Vynnyk translated from Bulgarian - Dimcho Debelyanova, Hristo 
Boteva, Elka Nyagolova; from Russian - Marina Tsvetaeva, Anna 
Akhmatova, from English - Anne Sexton, Ingrit Yonker, Sylvia Platt, from 
Belarusian - Oksana Sprynchan. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Publishing house "Bukrek"   info@bukrek.net 

 

 

 

 

 
Publishing house "Bukrek", Chernivtsi, Ukraine. Phone +380372552943, +380673720306. Contact person: Daryna Maxymets. 

e-mail: info@bukrek.net    https://www.bukrek.net 

2015 
72 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / 
Family / General 
Rights held: World 
 

 

 

https://www.bukrek.net/


 

 JUVENILE FICTION 

TALALAYKO'S SPACE ADVENTURE 
by Tetiana Vynnyk 

The second book, сontinuation of the book "Echoes of our house" about 
Darynka and Talalayko. 

This is a story about the incredible space adventures of older Darynka and 
Talalayko. They meet new friends and go into space in an inflatable balloon! 

The reader together with the characters will learn what the planets of the 
Solar System look like, what is the mass of the Sun, who is called the twin of 
the Earth and in how many years you can cross the Galaxy. The book, like 
the universe with stars, is dotted with good jokes, sayings and children's 
discoveries. 

For young and not only readers who want to know what the solar wind, the 
Oort cloud and the asteroid belt are. 

For children of preschool and primary school age. 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Tetiana VYNNYK 

Tetiana Vynnyk is a journalist, writer, translator. Member of the Association 
of Ukrainian Writers, head of the "Youth Platform" of the Kyiv organization of 
the National Union of Writers of Ukraine. Winner of the Korniychukovsky 
Prize (2018), Diploma of the Metaphor Competition (2015) for the translation 
of Sylvia Platt.  

 

Author of poetry, stories, plays and fairy tales for children. Her poems have 
been translated into English, Bulgarian, Russian, French, Georgian, Polish, 
Armenian, Italian and Romanian, Vietnamese and have been broadcast on 
radio and television. 

Tatiana Vynnyk translated from Bulgarian - Dimcho Debelyanova, Hristo 
Boteva, Elka Nyagolova; from Russian - Marina Tsvetaeva, Anna 
Akhmatova, from English - Anne Sexton, Ingrit Yonker, Sylvia Platt, from 
Belarusian - Oksana Sprynchan. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Publishing house "Bukrek"   info@bukrek.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publishing house "Bukrek", Chernivtsi, Ukraine. Phone +380372552943, +380673720306. Contact person: Daryna Maxymets. 

e-mail: info@bukrek.net    https://www.bukrek.net 

2020 
84 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / 
Science Fiction / Space 
Exploration 
Rights held: World 
 

 

 

https://www.bukrek.net/


 

 JUVENILE FICTION 

GOLDEN CARRIAGE. BUKOVYNIAN TALES  
IN THE RECORDS OF MYKHAYLO IVASYUK 
by edition compilers — Oksana Ivasyuk, Halyna Ivasyuk-Krysa 

This is a selection of Bukovynian fairy tales in the records and literary 
elaboration of the famous Ukrainian writer Mykhaylo Ivasyuk. They will give 
the reader a pleasant acquaintance with brave and wise heroes who, in 
search of happiness, overcome injustice and misfortune, suffer a better fate, 
become richer in emotional feelings and thoughts. 

Fairy tales will teach you to recognize enemies and friends, to admire the 
greatness of heroic deeds, to resist betrayal and meanness. And also - to 
learn more about the picturesque nature of the Bukovyna region, its spiritual 
treasures, culture and life. 

For children of preschool and primary school age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Publishing house "Bukrek"   info@bukrek.net 

 

 

 
Publishing house "Bukrek", Chernivtsi, Ukraine. Phone +380372552943, +380673720306. Contact person: Daryna Maxymets. 

e-mail: info@bukrek.net    https://www.bukrek.net 

2019 
208 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy 
Tales & Folklore / Country 
& Ethnic 
Rights held: World 
 

 

 

https://www.bukrek.net/


Publishing house "Chas Maistriv, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone: +380987950180. Contact person: Alina Mekhed  
e-mail: alina@chasmaistriv.com.ua      https://chasmaistriv.com.ua/

2016
60 pages
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy 
Tales & Folklore / Country & 
Ethnic
Rights held: World

OUR NATIVE BLACK AND WHITE TALES
Illustrations by Iryna Potapenko

Collection of four famous Ukrainian fairy-tales completed with lullabies. Main 
feature of this book – it`s a large scale edition, which not only brings to children a 
part of Ukrainian creative heritage, but introduces to them a world of graphic art. 
We chose that style of design on purpose, because in old traditional tales, as in 
graphics, things are usually split on “black” and “white”, “dark” and “light”, “good” 
or “evil”.  
This book gives children a chance to bring their fantasies to life on the pages of 
our special coloring-book, included with the edition. The coloring-book proposes 
to children an opportunity to color or draw episodes from the tales as they see 
them. 

English sample is available

Rights on all languages are available 

JUVENILE FICTION
 



Publishing house "Chas Maistriv, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone: +380987950180. Contact person: Alina Mekhed  
e-mail: alina@chasmaistriv.com.ua      https://chasmaistriv.com.ua/

2015
112 pages
JUVENILE FICTION / Classics
Rights held: World

THE LITTLE PRINCE
By Antoine de Saint-Exupery, illustrations by Anna Silivonchik

Legendary tale with the wonderful illustrations brought to life by Anna Silivonchik. 
Here, the subtlety of painter`s brush is united with the depths of author`s 
philosophy. Now, even with- out words, you could taste the spirit of the Little 
Prince`s story, just leafing through the pages of this book. This gift edition will 
make a decent present to all those who care for their Flower. 

Rights on illustrations on all languages are available 

JUVENILE FICTION



Publishing house "Chas Maistriv, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone: +380987950180. Contact person: Alina Mekhed  
e-mail: alina@chasmaistriv.com.ua      https://chasmaistriv.com.ua/

2020
84 pages
JUVENILE FICTION / Comics 
& Graphic Novels / Animals
Rights held: World

MANIA
By Natalia Herasymenko 

A cheerful Ukrainian-Bavarian badger-dog Mania would tell you about it family 
and about other dogs, with whom it plays, meets during the walk, make friends. 
Exciting stories are made in a similar genre to comics. The title is also valuable 
because of Mania’s thoughts and advices how to pet a dog in a right way. 

An excerpt of this title is available in English upon request.
Rights on all languages are available 

JUVENILE FICTION
 



Publishing house "Chas Maistriv, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone: +380987950180. Contact person: Alina Mekhed  
e-mail: alina@chasmaistriv.com.ua      https://chasmaistriv.com.ua/

2017
200 pages
 JUVENILE FICTION / 
Fantasy & Magiс
Rights held: World

SAMIYLO
By Yaroslav Yarish

The road of a youngster Samiylo lies through Tavrian prairie to Crimea. There 
nomads had taken his sister as a captive. Samiylo barely had the strength to 
steer a plow, but sets off to a dangerous journey, for to stay alone in this world 
without any caring soul is more terrifying than anything else. What shall be, shall 
be... 

The book tells us about glorious kozaks, Ukrainian warriors named
“harakterniki”, about honesty, courage, self-devotion for the sake of
a holy aim, a friend or a brother. It also tells about freedom and love
for God, Homeland and people, about the ability to forgive or believe. 
. 
An excerpt of this title is available in English upon request.
Rights on all languages are available 

JUVENILE FICTION



Publishing house "Chas Maistriv, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone: +380987950180. Contact person: Alina Mekhed  
e-mail: alina@chasmaistriv.com.ua      https://chasmaistriv.com.ua/

2019
108 pages
JUVENILE FICTION / 
Humorous stories
Rights held: World

A TERRIBLY ROWDY BOOK
By Vitalii Kyrychenko, Yurii Nikitinskyi

«A Terribly Rowdy Book» is totally unusual. It is written to be terribly rowdy, ironic, 
absurd, horrible, frightful and funny at the same time. The title is made as a 
parody of horror, slasher and mystery stories. The authors’ inspiration comes from 
scary-like nursery rhymes, Absurdist humor of Daniil Kharms as well as Scary 
Movie. If you are afraid to smile at scary things and forgot the times when you 
were kids, don’t
read it at all. But if you happened to have bought this title, read it either under 
your blanket, in the bathroom or in the blackest corner. And in no case should you 
give it to your kids because you are good parents and not some 
we-don’t-know-who.

English translation available 

Rights on all languages are available 

JUVENILE FICTION



Children’s

Letters from the Post at the LighthouseLetters from the Post at the Lighthouse
Tania Postavna 

Illustrator: Illustrator: Masha Foya

Published: May, 2021 
170x240 mm
120 pages 
Age: 9+
fiction 
ISBN 978-617-7820-79-5 

Award 
BBC Book of the Year 2021 (short list)

This book is full of daily magic, adventures, kindness, and dreams. It contains seven incredible stories 
written in letters from the Maldives, Chile, Iceland, Myanmar, Nigeria, and Greece. Six children, 
the characters of this book, describe their lives and the places where they live; they share their 
experiences and thoughts; they write about their relationship with their parents and their dreams. 
These children have a lot in common, despite the fact that they live in different countries and cultures. 
These letters did not reach their recipients, but they were found by Jerome, the old postmaster of 
post at the lighthouse, and the seventh story is his. This book is a teleport to different continents, an 
opportunity to find friends and understand that we are not alone in our worries.

Tania Postavna is a writer and screenwriter. Author of the books “When I was a fox” and 
“Can you look at a cherry?”, co-author of a book on creative writing “Anatomy of a writer.” 
She also teaches the course “Visual storytelling”. 

Masha Foia is an illustrator and book designer. She has created covers 
and illustrations for 30 books for 10 Ukrainian publishing houses and 
educational projects. She has created illustrations for various media and 
magazines.

Contact person: Contact person: 

Serhii Kleimenov 
s.kleimenov@knigolove.ua 
+380 50 330 07 96

Knigolove Publishing House
sayhello@knigolove.ua

Rights – available worldwide.
English sample available.

Children’s
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118



Vet LouVet Lou
Alina Shtefan

Іllustrator:Іllustrator: Zheniya Vasiljeva

Published: September, 2021 
130x200 mm
144 pages 
Age: 9+
fiction 
ISBN: 978-617-7820-90-0

Eleven-year-old Louise, or just Lou, is very interested in animals. She dreams about her zoo, like naturalist 
Gerald Darrell, and writing many books, like the world’s most famous veterinarian, James Gerriot. And 
today she is persistently studying everything about animals, drawing them and running her blog @
Lu_Animalius. At home, she has a dog, a chinchilla, snails, a rat and stick insects. Once, she became a 
volunteer at a veterinary clinic. Here, Lou and her friend Max learn to care for animals. She shares all her 
knowledge with the readers of her blog. For example, she writes about how to fix an achatina shell, why 
chameleons change color, how to prepare for a blood test, and a lot of interesting things about exotic 
birds and animals.

Alina Shtefan is an author of fairy tales and popular science books for children and 
young adults. She is also a doctor and teaches molecular genetic diagnostics for adults as 
well as natural sciences for children. “Cabinet Under the Plum Tree,” “Summer the Length 
of DNA,” “Reality Bargest,” “Puddle,” and “Marble Dog” are her books. 

Zheniya Vasiljeva is an illustrator and artist. She’s illustrated many 
children’s books. Lives in Dnipro.

Contact person: Contact person: 

Serhii Kleimenov 
s.kleimenov@knigolove.ua 
+380 50 330 07 96

Knigolove Publishing House
sayhello@knigolove.ua

Rights – available worldwide.
English sample available.

Children’s



The City Is MeThe City Is Me
Iryna Ozymok 

Illustrator: Illustrator: Anna Ivanenko, seri-graph studio

Published: May, 2021 
214x240 mm
64 pages 
Age: 9+
nonfiction, picture book 
ISBN 978-617-7820-75-7

Award 
TOP-Barabooka. Debut of the Year 2021 
The 56th Illustrator Exhibition at Bologna

“The City is Me” is an interactive picture book. It explains how cities function, how they change, and 
how technology, consumption, climate, and the computer revolution influence them. It’s a kind of 
guidelines for readers to help understand the city, allowing them to rethink their role in the community 
and realize whom they choose to be – responsible citizens or bystanders absently observing city 
processes. The book does not only uncover city mechanisms, but also encourages readers to participate 
in quality changes in our cities. 

Iryna Ozymok, author of “The City is Me,” founder of the International Mayors Summit 
and WNISEF Local Economic Development Program Manager. 

Anna Ivanenko is an illustrator. Her works have been exhibited worldwide. Anna received 
numerous awards in national and international graphic competitions: The White Ravens 
2021, Best Book Design, Book Arsenal 2021, IJungle Illustration Award 2020, and 2022, 
Winning Illustrators of The 56th Illustrator Exhibition at Bologna. She graduated from 
the British Higher School of Art and Design and the National Technical University of 
Ukraine.

Contact person: Contact person: 

Serhii Kleimenov 
s.kleimenov@knigolove.ua 
+380 50 330 07 96

Knigolove Publishing House
sayhello@knigolove.ua

Rights – available worldwide.
English sample available.

Children’s Children’s



I’m Going to the Doctor ’s TodayI’m Going to the Doctor ’s Today
Svitlana Royz

Illustrator:Illustrator: Inna Cherniak

Published: February, 2021 
230x265 mm
64 pages 
Age: 3-5
nonfiction, pop-up
ISBN: 978-617-7820-64-1

• From our bestselling author of I’m Going to the Kindergarten Today 
A book by the famous Ukrainian psychologist Svitlana Royz about a 
child’s first doctor’s appointment.

The book is designed to provide children with necessary information about hospitals and doctors, explain 
why it is essential not to be afraid of doctors, go for check-ups, and monitor their health. There are useful 
tips for parents on how to introduce their children to doctors, how to talk about doctors and health; 
exercises to relieve stress and create a sense of security in the child; interactive elements to increase 
children’s interest in the topic, as well as to go through the situation step by step, along with the book’s 
characters, which can be dressed up and moved around the pages throughout the plot. This interactive 
approach is part of the author’s method for working with children. 

Svitlana Royz has 18 years of experience as a family and child psychologist. She is one 
of the most renowned child psychologists in Ukraine, a columnist, and an author of 
books for children and parents. She has created several educational courses, including 
Preparing Your Child for School. Svitlana is a permanent consultant in UNICEF and for 
children’s TV channels.

Contact person: Contact person: 

Serhii Kleimenov 
s.kleimenov@knigolove.ua 
+380 50 330 07 96

Knigolove Publishing House
sayhello@knigolove.ua

Rights – available worldwide.
English sample available.

Children’s



I’m Going to the Kindergarten TodayI’m Going to the Kindergarten Today
Svitlana Royz

Illustrator:Illustrator: Inna Cherniak

Published: November, 2019 
230x265mm
64 pages 
Age: 3-5
nonfiction, pop-up
ISBN: 978-617-7820-09-2

Includes interactive elements: character toys that can be dressed up and moved around the book’s pages; 
flaps that contain exciting information about kindergarten and the emotions and feelings that the child 
experiences there. A child’s first day at kindergarten is an important event for both the child and their 
parents. It can take anywhere from six weeks to six months for a child to adapt to the new environment. 
This book provides a practical game aimed at easing the processes of preparation and adaptation. Thanks 
to this interactive approach, the parents and their child go through all of the difficult moments that the 
author is often consulted about in her psychology practice. The topics include separation with parents, 
changing clothes, napping during the day, etc. The book also includes a lot of useful advice and practical 
exercises, which will not only make adapting to the kindergarten environment easy for the child but also 
help the parents get closer to their kids.

Svitlana Royz has 18 years of experience as a family and child psychologist. She is one 
of the most renowned child psychologists in Ukraine, a columnist, and an author of 
books for children and parents. She has created several educational courses, including 
Preparing Your Child for School. Svitlana is a permanent consultant in UNICEF and for 
children’s TV channels.

Contact person: Contact person: 

Serhii Kleimenov 
s.kleimenov@knigolove.ua 
+380 50 330 07 96

Knigolove Publishing House
sayhello@knigolove.ua

Rights – available worldwide.
English sample available.

Children’s



 

CHILDREN`S BOOKS 

VICKI`S TALES                                                                                                
by Sashko Dermanskyi    

There are many stories in the world. Some of them are boring, some of them 
are interesting. There are true stories that have been made up. The sad 
stories or the funny ones, meaningful stories and stories having no sense at 
all, short stories and long stories, the stories that are serious or prank... 

What stories are the best?  

The answer is quite simple: the most fantastic, the most important, the 
warmest and the most interesting stories are those which stay with you all 
the time. Because these are the stories about you and the ones that you 
love. 

 

 

English sample translation available 

 

 

About the Author                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Sashko Dermanskyi                                                                          

«I am a child lover. I love children`s laughter. This is the most amazing 

music in the universe. I like to see tricks in children's eyes - the same ones 

that foretell another prank. I enjoy children's language - sincere, funny, full of 

funny little neologisms and unexpected syntactic constructions. 

My girls are riding on me. In every sense of the word. And I am patient and 

happy. I am happy and patient. And yet - I make up stories for them. Merry - 

to cause the most amazing music in the universe; fairy tales - to enchant 

everyone who believes in a fairy tale; interesting - to please my many 

readers; touching - so that no one in the world forgets that he is a man.» 

 

English translation for the whole title is available 

Contact to all languages:  

Andrii Kuzmin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sole proprietor Andrii Kuzmin, Vinnytsia, Ukraine. Phone +38 067 470 01 47. Contact person: Andrii Kuzmin. 

kuzmin.andrii.v@gmail.com     https://knygarnia.in.ua 

2021 

80 pages 
CHILDREN`S BOOKS 
 

 

 

https://nora-druk.com/NORADRUK_Kamysh-Oforml_sample.pdf


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 6+ 

Princess-Blogger 

Funny blog of a modern princess 

Author: Oleh Chaklun 

Illustrator: Mariia Rudiuk 

Nash Format Publishers 

 

Age: 6+ 

Publication date: 2020 

Number of pages: 128 

Format: 130 x 185 mm 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Valeriya is a real, real princess. She is the daughter of a king and a queen. She 

lives a fashionable life in a castle. At the same time, Valeriya is a real, real blogger, 

and besides conceiving various pranks and silly things, besides implementing her 

ideas, she also tells everyone about them in her blog. 

How to snatch cakes from the royal kitchen, while they are still hot, and, therefore, 

the most delicious? How to outwit a man-servant, to deceive the guard of the castle, 

or even to make friends with a terrible troll and to make him assist you in committing 

pranks? You will find these and many other various life hacks in the incredibly funny book Princess Blogger by 

Oleh Chaklun. 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For children aged 6+, for small modern creative fidgets, who love fun adventures, games, entertainment, 

master social networks, and are on close terms with the newest technologies. It is also for parents, who care 

about the creative development and the socialization of their children. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

This book has everything, that modern children love: princesses, their own blog, Disneyland, pranks, quests, 

games, etc., therefore, it is definitely able to draw an attention of even those children, who are completely 

dedicated to gadgets, to reading, which is such an important issue for the full development of personality. At 

the same time, this book shows the importance of a full online-life — live communication with peers, siblings, 

parents — for a child. 

English sample translation available  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Oleh Chaklun (autonym Oleh Rybalka) is a writer, traveler, experimenter. He worked in the IT industry, also in 

tourism, advertising and publishing businesses. He is the author of a dozen books for children of all ages, 

including a trilogy of picture books about dreams, imagination and fantasy — Dream, The Boy and the Sea, 

Snowflake Dance. It was translated and published in Lithuania, Poland, Latvia, Greece and other European 

countries. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Mariia Rudiuk is a psychologist and artist. She has illustrated more than a dozen children's books. 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12DTV5-mzinPbP3pYEa3Gixf9_NrG15tU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12DTV5-mzinPbP3pYEa3Gixf9_NrG15tU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 10+ 

The Mountain of Wind 

Author: Anna Bahryana  

Artist: Sofia Muzychka 

Nash Format Publishers 

 

A vivid modern Ukrainian fantasy 

Age: 10+ 

Publication date: 2021 

Number of pages: 240 

Format: 155 × 235 mm 

Special Award "Modern Ukrainian Fantasy" in the category "Novels" of the 

International Literary Competition "Coronation of the Word" (2020) 

Short list of the nomination "Children's holiday" (books for youth) of the 

Ukrainian national rating "Book of the year" 

 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For kids and teens, aged 10+, who love exciting fantastic stories, are interested 

in Ukrainian mythology and history, in the life of their peers from other countries; 

as well as for parents, eager to bring up their children as responsible, patriotic, 

self-sufficient personalities. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

Anna Bahryana's novel The Mountain of Wind is deep, inspiring and very relevant Ukrainian fantasy; although it 

is based on ancient Ukrainian mythopoetics, it is surprisingly modern. 

English sample translation available  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Anna Bahryana (autonym Anna Bahriantseva) is a poetess, novelist, playwright, translator. The author of 12 

poetry collections and of 16 books of prose, translated into Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Polish, French 

and other European languages. Her Ukrainian translations of more than thirty books of Bulgarian and 

Macedonian writers were published. She is the winner of many Ukrainian and international literary awards. 

Lives in Sofia (Bulgaria).  

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Sofia Muzychka is an artist and psychologist. She is known as the illustrator of interesting Ukrainian board 

games, and she also works in the genre of "paintings that come to life on a smartphone" and book graphics. 

Lives in Warsaw (Poland). 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rKo5HANnAQ3PP-qZJhrq9a51d0MJ-tTL/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rKo5HANnAQ3PP-qZJhrq9a51d0MJ-tTL/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 8+ 

Three fairy tales 

Children’s fantasy on social issues 

Author Sashko Dermansky 

Illustrator Maksym Palenko 

Nash Format Publishers 

 

 

Age: 8+ 

Publication date: 2021 

Number of pages: 304 

Format: 155 × 235 mm 

Short list of the nomination "Children's holiday" (literature for junior schoolchildren) 

of the Ukrainian national rating "Book of the year" 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

This book includes three fairy tales of Sashko Dermansky, one of the most popular 

modern Ukrainian children's authors: The King of bugbears, or the Mystery of the 

Emerald Book, The Appleship Kingdom and The Dance of Chugaistra. 

Their distinctive features are breathtaking topic and mysterious adventures, 

amazing characters and brave rescuers of Good (bugbear Gavryk, dragoness 

Juliet, leprechaun Shmygun and the people of apple growers, moving chugaister, 

wise molfar and charming mewnesses, Nathan and Joe, Ivanko, Lilka and Vasko) and the author's signature 

humor. 

And the leitmotif of all these works is the wise call: "Preserve the seeds of your souls!". 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For children aged 8+, who love fantasy stories, breathtaking adventures, which are written with good humor, 

and bright characters, who will become their best book friends; also for parents, who want to bring up their 

children as thoughtful, clever individuals, with a sense of responsibility, who value true friendship. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

Because this book is written by Sashko Dermansky — one of the most powerful modern Ukrainian children's 

writers, whose texts always excite both children and adults, and at the same time strongly convince readers of 

the importance of true values. The novels are recommended by the Ministry of Education and Science of 

Ukraine for studying in the school curriculum. 

English sample translation available  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Sashko Dermansky is a living classic of Ukrainian children's literature. He wrote more than 30 books that have 

already fascinated several generations of young readers. He is the author of the script of The Watchtower 

movie and of The Wonderful Monster cartoon. He has won many literary awards and distinctions. Particularly, 

International Board on Books for Young People (IBBY) has included the book Mary in the honorable list of 

IBBY Honor List 2020. Nominated for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Prize in 2022. 
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Maksym Palenko is one of the most talented modern Ukrainian book graphic artists. He is also popular on the 

social networks as the author of sweeping topical political cartoons. According to the rating of the Robert Bosch 

Institute, he was one of the top five Ukrainian illustrators in 2011. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E-0dwBYcSEVSChHsVg6AjDOzizd_SOiu/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E-0dwBYcSEVSChHsVg6AjDOzizd_SOiu/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 12+ 

To the north of the border 

Feelings of a teenager against the backdrop of war 

Author: Tetiana Ruban 

Illustrator: Sofiia Suliy  
Nash Format Publishers 

 

 

Age: 12+ 

Publication date: 2021 

Format: 130 x 200 mm 

Number of pages: 176 p. 

Winner of the Young Coronation of the Word competition (2019) in the 

Novels category 

Winner of the competition from The Nash Format publisher in 2020 

Top of the BaraBuka – 2021 in the "Prose for Youth" category 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Nata’s desire is painting, but her mother decidedly wants to make her a 

gymnast. Lali tries to avenge her father for divorcing her mother and 

creating a new family. Sergo takes care of the family after his father becomes 

a partisan to defend his fatherland from the enemy. Three teenagers, three 

stories, three life stories, intersecting on the border, which should not exist. 

On the border, which emerged after the "Five-Day War" in 2008 — when 

self-willed Russian aggressors-’peacemakers’ came into a small Georgian 

town, where our heroes meet... 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For teenagers and adults who love deep, thoughtful, extremely relevant prose with a vivid plot, that can be 

read in one breath, and with "living" characters, in which teenagers will easily recognize themselves, and in 

their excitement, problems and joys they will recognize their own excitement, problems and joys. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

A deep, vivid, touching, talented novel North of the Border, written by Tetiana Ruban, is one of the first modern 

Ukrainian books, addressed to the teenagers, in which the issue of war — unfortunately, it is extremely relevant 

for us — is described deeply, touchingly and with talent. 

English sample translation available  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR  

Tetiana Ruban is a teacher of history and law, interested in psychology, Ukrainian culture and the world of 

animation of Hayao Miyazaki. Her texts were published in the numerous Ukrainian periodicals. She is the 

author of the books for teenagers Nobody’s People (2017), #Physicist (2021), To the north of the border (2021). 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ta9HRZihDoKCRHOgMWQLvdlzIBOu02fz/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ta9HRZihDoKCRHOgMWQLvdlzIBOu02fz/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 8+ 

Zyuzya 

A modern sitcom 

Author: Serhii Kutsan 

Artist: Anatolii Vasylenko 

Nash Format Publishers 

 

Age: 8+ 

Publication date: 2020 

Number of pages: 136 

Format: 130 × 200 mm 

Winner of the literary competition organized by Fountain of Fairy Tales 

publisher (2017) 

BBC Book of the Year 2018 shortlist 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

When a singing rat, brought up in a secret lab, shows up in your home, at 

first it may look like a very funny adventure. But problems will start very soon. 

Family members, and neighbors, and even the Discovery TV channel will 

get them… 

The story, written by Serhii Kutsan, is incredibly funny, full of shocking 

adventures and broken dishes. Immediately it gained the favor of both 

children and adults, and became a real bestseller. 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For children aged 8–12, who love fun, naughty, thrilling and adventure stories; as well as for parents, who are 

concerned with cultivating a sense of humor in their children, look for easy, cool and interesting texts, that fuel 

desire to read. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

This novel immediately became one of the best children's bestsellers. It was quickly named “the funniest 

children's book of the Lviv Book Forum”. She also appeared in the top of other Ukrainian rankings of the best 

children's books. She has got many positive feedbacks from both children and adults. So it is no wonder that 

eventually Zyuzya became part of the school curriculum. 

English sample translation available  

 

WHAT AUTHOR SAYS ABOUT HIMSELF 

I was born in days gone by in the town of Zvenygorodka. My parents were musicians. Perhaps, that's why 

music follows me during all my life, in lyrics too. Zyuzya was designed as a story, aimed not only to entertain 

the audience, but also to help "make read" those children who are not passionate about reading. After all, it is 

both easy and fun. Also, I hope, that it will bring children, who are not native Ukrainian speakers, at least one 

step closer to Ukrainian language. I think, funny texts are the best way to do this. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Anatolii Vasylenko is a legend of Ukrainian caricature, Honored Artist of Ukraine. He worked in Perets 

magazine for a long time. He was the main artist of Perchenya children's magazine. His works were published 

in Barvinok, Malyatko, Vitchyzna, Dnipro, Ranok magazines and many other publications. He was the illustrator 

of about three hundred books. He writes novels and draws pictures for children and adults. 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vMRplBTKTcbuVRXynNNC31a2igaySzHu/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vMRplBTKTcbuVRXynNNC31a2igaySzHu/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 10+ 

Dilogy The Dense Forest. The Way of the Witch and The Dense Forest. The Way of the Wolf 

Fantasy, full of Ukrainian folklore 

Author: Anastasiia Lavrenishyna  

Artist: Nadiia Doicheva-But 

Nash Format Publishers 

Age: 10+ 

Year of publication: 2021 

Number of pages: 248 + 176 p. 

Format: 130 x 200 mm 

Winner of the "Write a book about me" contest 

Got the “Espresso. Readers' Choice” award as the best work for 

teenagers 

European award IJungle Illustration Awards for illustrations 

 

ABOUT THE BOOKS 

The Dense Forest. The Way of the Witch 

Dense forest is full of wonders, magic and fantastic creatures. It is ruled by a horrific horned witch, 

named The Old Woman. She holds the keys to the borders, to every tree and every flower, but 

she does not allow her to come up to her greatest secrets, to the deepest depths. The dense 

forest doesn’t allow her to come up. The Old Woman sends Ulyana there. Ulyana was kept by 

The Old Woman as a servant since childhood. The Old Woman orders Ulyana to bring the Witch's 

Book from there... 

The Dense Forest. The Way of the Wolf 

The dense forest allows nobody to come in, except one and only creature — Gray Wolf. He dwells 

in the wood and even becomes the guardian of the Witch — but with every next day he is more 

and more frightened and insecure. So, eventually, Wolf can't stand it: he leaves his shadow in the 

forest to watch Witch and steals her broom and flies to the moon to get an advice... 

WHO THE BOOKS ARE FOR 

For children and adults, who are excited about the magical worlds of Ukrainian fantasy with 

amazing characters, with thoroughly and deeply described parallel worlds, with exciting tension 

and unexpected plot twists. Also, for all those, who love "cinematic" stories, because the author, 

a talented screenwriter (among others, she wrote the popular full-length cartoon Victor Robot) 

describes the world of the Dark Forest as a luxurious movie, that seems to unfold before the eyes 

of the reader. 

English sample translation available  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Anastasiia Lavrenishyna is a screenwriter and writer. She has worked on television as a screenwriter, 

advertising copywriter and creative producer. Together with her husband, stage director Anatolii 

Lavrenishyn, she creates interactive fairy tales for children Lyuba Zhuzhzha. The couple worked together 

on the script of the full-length cartoon Victor_robot, which won the Audience Award of the Odessa Film 

Festival in 2020. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Nadiia Doicheva-But has illustrated about five dozen of books. He has won awards at Ukrainian and 

international illustration competitions, including the international Jungle Illustration Awards-2017 

competition. 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sfk8zUa8lfjGU42LHNZWNxrOiUivxGNh/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sfk8zUa8lfjGU42LHNZWNxrOiUivxGNh/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


CATEGORY: FOR CHILDREN 2+ 

Marusya's important matters 

Hearty and tender book about the mystery of birth 

Author Sasha Voitsekhivska  

Illustrator Albina Kolesnichenko 

Nash Format Publishers 

Age: 2+ 

Publication date: 2021 

Number of pages: 40 

Format: 240 × 205 mm 

Short list of the nomination "Children's holiday" (books for children) of the 

Ukrainian national rating "Book of the year" 

Special award of the Ukrainian National Literary Award "First Swallow" of the 

National Union of Writers 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

The book is about a little girl Marusya, who still lives in her mother's belly. 

She studies the world from her mother's words and movements, from her father's voice and touches, from the 

diverse surrounding sounds, sometimes strange, but very, very interesting… 

And then the miracle of birth and the of discovering the world comes! 

WHO THE BOOK IS FOR 

For family reading with a child aged 2+, also for parents who experience happy and important moments of child 

bearing and of giving of a new life. 

WHY THIS BOOK 

This is a book about the thrill of anticipation, the first communication with a baby when he or she is still in his 

mother's belly. But even there, the child already has to do many important things: to get to know the father, 

light, warmth, touches, to play hide-and-seek and to push for the first time, to show his or her character. And 

then the moment of such a long-expected first meeting together with hundreds of different things come for the 

first time: meeting with relatives, the first new dishes, the first protests, the first touches to the environment and 

the first ‘wow!’. 

English sample translation available  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Sasha Voitsekhivska is a young writer from Lviv. She won the competition "Write a book 

about me" with her fairy tale The Secret Council of the Winds. Historical and educational 

books about the ancient Mongols and Kingdom of Galicia–Volynya, and the book about 

a monster of garbage are in preparation by the Ukrainian publishers. She created 

Marusya's important affairs on the basis of her own experience of child bearing and giving 

birth to her daughter Marusya. 

 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

 

Albina Kolesnichenko is an artist and illustrator, ecoactivist and vegan. Nash Format 

Publishing has published the book In Simple Words by Mark Livin and Ilya Poludonnyi 

with her art work. 

 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Nash Format Publishers, Roman Skliarov, rskliarov@nashformat.ua, 

+38 073 499 0487 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jJ7ukK7vKEEA1kJmOirZ-bmGoT05epD-/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jJ7ukK7vKEEA1kJmOirZ-bmGoT05epD-/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114786317374475020965&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:rskliarov@nashformat.ua


JUVENILE FICTION

Bear Does Not Want to Sleep
by Oksana Bula

Like every year, at the end of the autumn the bear decided to 
go to sleep. He was waiting for Tukoni, who should help him  
to settle down into a bartender. But! The bear met the bison, 
who have told him, how animals, who don’t sleep in winter, have 
fun in the forest. And how the bear can get sleep after this? Like 
every year, at the end of the autumn the bear decided to go  
to sleep. He was waiting for Tukoni, who should help him to settle 
down into a bartender. But! The bear met the bison, who have 
told him, how animals, who don’t sleep in winter, have fun in the 
forest. And how the bear can get sleep after this?

Foreign rights sold: 
Czech, Simplified Chinese, Complex, Chinese, Malay, 
Vietnamese, Korean, Greek, French, German, Italian, Spanish, 
Catalan, Portuguese, Polish

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Oksana Bula

is a Ukrainian artist and designer born in 1989. She is a graduate 
of the Lviv National Academy of Arts and has participated in 
many Ukrainian and international exhibitions. She creates  
handmade glass jewelry under the ©OOMISEH and ©Tukoni 
brands

2016;
32 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

The Happiest Lion Cub
by Oleksandr Shatokin

In swelteringly hot Africa, there lives a lion cub that dreams 
of being a musician. But his father is against this because he 
expects the lion cub to become the king of the savanna’s ani-
mals. And in order to become the king, he must learn how to 
growl menacingly, not how to play instruments and sing. Will the 
lion cub really have to abandon his dream?

Foreign rights sold: 
English, Simplified Chinese (magazine rights only)

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Oleksandr Shatokin

From his earliest recollections of himself, Oleksandr Shatokin 
has always been drawing. As of late, his work as an artist has 
focused on illustrating children’s books. He collaborates with the 
Ukrainian presses Mamino, Crocus, and Nebo. In 2016 he com-
pleted a residency at the British illustration agency iLustra.  
The Happiest Lion Cub is the author’s first book with The Old 
Lion Publishing House. In his free time, Oleksandr enjoys  
cooking—another one of his passions and loves. 

2021;
40 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

The Milli000000n-Dollar Idea
by Katerina Sad

When a farm loses its owner, a flock of ducks living there start 
thinking about their future. The ducks decide to write an adver-
tisement, stating that they are looking for a new owner, but 
since they can’t write, they have to learn to do so. You can di-
scover whether the ducks achieve their aim by flipping through 
the picture book The Milli000000n-Dollar Idea by Katerina Sad 
together with your child. Through this wonderful and humorous 
story, readers will learn what a successful start-up is and that 
there is always a way out of a difficult situation.

Foreign rights sold: 
Armenian, Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Korean, Italian, 
French, Mongolian, Persian

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Katerina Sad

is a Ukrainian artist, who creates illustrations by combining 
easel graphic and graphic tablet. She is a graduate of the 
Odessa Art School and the Lviv National Academy of Arts. She 
is also a past participant of the Gaude Polonia scholarship 
program under the Republic of Poland’s Ministry of Culture and 
National Heritage. Kateryna has been working with Ukrainian 
publishing houses since 2016.

2018;
28 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

Bison Looks for a Nest
by Oksana Bula

Once upon a time a bison met a bear. Winter was coming and 
he asked the bear where he could get food since everything 
was covered with snow. The bear answered that he didn’t eat in 
the winter. Instead he typical went into a deep sleep. Every year 
at the same timeTukoni, forest inhabitants would put him to sle-
ep in a den and wake him up at springtime. The bison became 
lost in thought. He had never slept all though the winter and 
couldn’t even imagine that other animals did. How wonderful it 
would be to sleep in a cozy nest rather than roam around in the 
snow! The bison decided that the Tukoni should put him to sleep 
as well.

Foreign rights sold: 
Czech, Simplified Chinese, Complex Chinese, Malay, Vietnamese, 
Korean, Greek, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Catalan, 
Portuguese.

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Oksana Bula

is a Ukrainian artist and designer born in 1989. She is a graduate 
of the Lviv National Academy of Arts and has participated in 
many Ukrainian and international exhibitions. She creates  
handmade glass jewelry under the ©OOMISEH and ©Tukoni 
brands.

2016;
40 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

Mailman
by Katerina Sad

Wolf works as a Mailman in the Big Forest. Everyone who lives 
there has a job: for example, Rook is a famous journalist, and 
Bee is a real nurse. One day, Wolf the Mailman started to get 
strange letters, without an address or even a name. There were 
surprising things inside… Wolf didn’t stop searching for the one 
who sent them until he uncovered the mystery. Then his heart 
filled with joy and love — he himself opened the door to them.

Foreign rights sold: 
All languages available

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Katerina Sad

is a Ukrainian artist, who creates illustrations by combining 
easel graphic and graphic tablet. She is a graduate of the 
Odessa Art School and the Lviv National Academy of Arts. She 
is also a past participant of the Gaude Polonia scholarship 
program under the Republic of Poland’s Ministry of Culture and 
National Heritage. Kateryna has been working with Ukrainian 
publishing houses since 2016.

2021;
56 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

Who grows in the forest
by Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author)  
Oksana Bula (illustrator)

This is the third picture book from the informative series about 
trees by Ukrainian writer Kateryna Mikhalitsyna and illustrator 
Oksana Bula. This is a story of a grunting badger and naughty 
squirrels who saved the forest from the fire. Readers will also 
learn how spruce and larch prepare for the winter, and whether 
oak moss is actually a moss and why one cannot burn deadwo-
od. The book is also interactive: you can try and find all the  
firebugs hidden in the pictures, learn to distinguish different tre-
es and make a garland in ecostyle..

Foreign rights sold: 
Turkish, Czech, Slovak, Italian, Crimean, Simplified Chinese (ma-
gazine rights only)

Full English translation available upon request.

About the author

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author) Oksana Bula (illustrator)

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna is an award-winning Ukrainian writer, 
translator, and copyeditor, and a member of PEN Ukraine. She 
is the author of 14 books for children. Some of them have been 
published in Braille type or made into inclusive plays, some have 
been included intopublic school programs or translated into 
several other languages. Kateryna has three children, one dog 
and two bicycles, the second of which belongs to her husband.
She’s a nature-lover and ‘go green’ type of person. 

Oksana Bula is a Ukrainian artist and designer born in 1989. She 
is a graduate of the Lviv National Academy of Arts and has 
participated in many Ukrainian and international exhibitions. 
She creates handmade glass jewelry under the ©OOMISEH and 
©Tukoni brands.

2019;
40 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

The War that Changed Rondo
by Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv

Danko, Zirka and Fabian live peacefully in the small town of 
Rondo. They have their work and hobbies that always keep 
them busy... until war comes. The three friends have never expe-
rienced war before, and they don’t know how to act. In hopes of 
stopping war, they talk to it and fight it, but all in vain. Eventually, 
they discover an effective defense against the darkness of 
war — the power of light. With the help of all the residents of 
Rondo, Danko, Zirka and Fabian build a huge light machine that 
disperses the darkness and stops war. The War that Changed 
Rondo reflects the ambiguity of war and is a tribute to peace.

Foreign rights sold: 
French, Slovak, Polish, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Armenian, 
English (World Rights), Italian, Arabic, Spanish, Bulgarian, 
Lithuanian, Dutch, Estonian, German, Japanese, Greek

Full English translation available upon request.

2015;
40 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

About the author

Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv

Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv are book authors, de-
signers and illustrators. Both were born in Ukraine in 1984, li-
ves and works in Lviv. After graduating from the Lviv National 
Academy of Arts co-founded Studio Agrafka, where they col-
laborate and create illustrated books for children and adults. 
Agrafka duo received a number of accolades for their work, 
among them are Bologna Ragazzi Award (Italy, 2014, 2015, 2018), 
Premio Andersen (Italy, 2019), Plaque and Honorary Mention of 
the Biennial of Illustration in Bratislava (Slovakia, 2017, 2012), NAMI 
Concours Award (Korea, 2019), Bronze medal of the Stiftung 
Buchkunst concours „The best book design from all over the 
world” (Germany, 2019), Appreciations of Sharjah Children’s 
Reading Festival (UAE, 2015, 2016), Global illustration Award 
(Germany, 2016, 2017), White Ravens list (Germany, 2013, 2014, 2016), 
European Design Award (Greece, 2020) and others.

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua



JUVENILE FICTION

Tukoni the Forest Habitant
by Oksana Bula

All night a thunderstorm raged in the woods. The tukoni named 
Wanderer was sleeping and didn’t notice anything, but was 
awoken by the alarm signal that came from his best friend—the 
tree. Tukoni the Wanderer convenes the other tukoni, including 
Moth, who is making a magical comforter. The tukoni gather 
together and save Wanderer’s best friend—the tree that was 
struck by lightning during the night. The book has the title that 
it does because it’s about friendship with the place where you 
live. People live on the planet Earth. Tukoni live in the forest. For 
the tukoni, the forest isn’t a fortress, a place of work, or their 
property. The tukoni are friends among each other, but are also 
all individually friends of the forest—the place where they live. 
It’s important to treat the place where you live as a friend.  

Foreign rights sold: 
Czech, Slovak, Polish, Simplified Chinese (magazine edition only)

Full English translation available upon request.

2018;
44 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Oksana Bula

is a Ukrainian artist and designer born in 1989. She is a graduate 
of the Lviv National Academy of Arts and has participated in 
many Ukrainian and international exhibitions. She creates  
handmade glass jewelry under the ©OOMISEH and ©Tukoni 
brands



JUVENILE FICTION

Who Grows in the Park
by Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author)  
Oksana Bula (illustrator)

This is a little story about big things like growing up in a commu-
nity, appreciating similarities and differences in those around 
us, and finding one’s own identity in order to be happy. But it is 
also about learning how to recognize trees in a park and know 
them by their leaves, fruit and flowers — a little bit of eco-edu-
cation conveyed in a very playful, fairy-tale manner. A sprout 
grows in a park and looks attentively at the trees around it — 
the birch, oak, rowan tree, lime tree, maple, ash tree, sycamore, 
chesnut, poplar tree, willow, and ginkgo — trying to discern its 
own identity by comparing itself to them, getting to know who is 
who, and figuring out whom it resembles. Because “happiness is 
having someone like you around”.  

Foreign rights sold: 
Simplified Chinese, Complex Chinese, Malay, Vietnamese, Korean, 
Slovak, Belarussian, Czech, Polish, Italian Crimean, Persian

Full English translation available upon request.

2016;
44 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author) Oksana Bula (illustrator)

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna is an award-winning Ukrainian writer, 
translator, and copyeditor, and a member of PEN Ukraine. She 
is the author of 14 books for children. Some of them have been 
published in Braille type or made into inclusive plays, some have 
been included intopublic school programs or translated into 
several other languages. Kateryna has three children, one dog 
and two bicycles, the second of which belongs to her husband.
She’s a nature-lover and ‘go green’ type of person. 

Oksana Bula is a Ukrainian artist and designer born in 1989. She 
is a graduate of the Lviv National Academy of Arts and has 
participated in many Ukrainian and international exhibitions. 
She creates handmade glass jewelry under the ©OOMISEH and 
©Tukoni brands.



JUVENILE FICTION

A Ghost That Couldn’t Fall Asleep
by Natalka Maletych (author)  
Natalia Chorna (illustrator)

In an abandoned house on the outskirts of the city, there lives  
a ghost. He is awfully lonely because there are no people around 
to visit in the evening. To turn off their bedside lamps if someone 
fell asleep with a book, or cover a child with a blanket. And then, 
back at home, sleep all day. The ghost has lost his sleep since all 
his neighbors moved out. But one day everything changes. There 
moves a young family with a  girl to the haunted house...

Foreign rights sold: 
Armenian

Full English translation available upon request.

2020;
32 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Natalka Maletych (author) Natalia Chorna (illustrator)

Natalka Maletych Children’s writer, mother, editor of children’s 
literature at the Old Lion Publishing House, translator from Polish 
language. She was born and lives in Lviv. Mother of two wonder-
ful children – her greatest inspiration. She loves teen literature 
and beautiful illustrated books.

Natalia Chorna lustrator, graphic designer. She was born on July 
17, 1993 in Kryvyi Rih. There she also obtained a higher education 
specializing in „Graphic Design”. She has always loved drawing. 
As a child she used to look at illustrations in children’s books, co-
pied her favorite ones and made up her own stories. She would 
endlessly listen to a collection of records with fairy tales and 
imagine how to draw what she heard. She has always thought 
that artists are the happiest people on the planet. She is all 
grown up  – and still believes so. Lives and works in Lviv.



JUVENILE FICTION

Yakiv and the Wet Evening
by Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author)  
Grasya Oliyko (illustrator)

The earthworm Yakiv got out of his burrow having a good mood 
and crawled away looking for dinner. But on his way he came 
across a snail, a grasshopper, woodlice, a moth and a stag be-
etle who were in tears. Yakiv even got angry because he could 
not understand why they were crying. But soon Yakiv burst into 
tears too. The book Yakiv and the Wet Evening will help the child 
understand why we sometimes cry and that there is no shame 
in crying. The tasks at the end will help children to grasp their 
own emotions and to understand others’ feelings.  

Foreign rights sold: 
All languages available

Full English translation available upon request.

2021;
32 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna (author) Grasya Oliyko (illustrator)

Kateryna Mikhalitsyna is an award-winning Ukrainian writer, 
translator, and copyeditor, and a member of PEN Ukraine. She 
is the author of 14 books for children. Some of them have been 
published in Braille type or made into inclusive plays, some have 
been included intopublic school programs or translated into 
several other languages. Kateryna has three children, one dog 
and two bicycles, the second of which belongs to her husband.
She’s a nature-lover and ‘go green’ type of person. 

Grasya Oliyko works in the field of children’s book illustration. 
Uses the following techniques: digital illustration, mixed tech-
niques, applique, loves fast sketches with colored pencils.
Halyna Malyk’s picture book Pirate Route with the illustrations 
by Hrasia Oliyko (The Old Lion Publishing House) received the 
Picture Book of the Year 2019 award according to Barabuka Top. 
And the story by Olha Rusina illustrated by her was in the short 
list of BBC Book of the Year 2019.
The Old Lion Publishing House also published the first picture 
book by Hrasia Oliyko The Story Told by Zhuka.



JUVENILE FICTION

The Story Told by Zhuka
by Grasya Oliyko

Zhuka lives at a gas station with her brother Sirius. They are fed 
by a nice woman, but one day she disappears. Miserable times 
await the dogs, because winter is coming, and workers at the 
gas station decide to get rid of them and take them out as soon 
as possible. Who knows what would have happened to them 
if one day a car with a family didn’t stop on the roadside and 
gave the dogs shelter and love.
The story told by Zhuka – the first picture book by the Ukrainian 
illustrator Grasia Oliiko – is an ingenuous and moving story that 
will touch the strings of both children’s and adult’s hearts. 

Foreign rights sold: 
All languages available

Full English translation available upon request.

2019;
36 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Grasya Oliyko

Grasya Oliyko works in the field of children’s book illustration. 
Uses the following techniques: digital illustration, mixed tech-
niques, applique, loves fast sketches with colored pencils.
Halyna Malyk’s picture book Pirate Route with the illustrations 
by Hrasia Oliyko (The Old Lion Publishing House) received the 
Picture Book of the Year 2019 award according to Barabuka Top. 
And the story by Olha Rusina illustrated by her was in the short 
list of BBC Book of the Year 2019.
The Old Lion Publishing House also published the first picture 
book by Hrasia Oliyko The Story Told by Zhuka.



JUVENILE FICTION

The Big Cosmic Achoop
by Slava Svitova (author) Anna Lomakina (illustrator)

Little Veronica cannot possibly sneeze quietly. Because of her 
loud sneeze, she always finds herself in the epi center of new 
adventures: her big achoo either causes the city transport  
collapse or turns a lesson at school into a natural disaster. One 
day, while visiting a zoo together with her parents, Veronica has 
a brilliant idea that she immediately wants to test: what if to 
tickle elephants’ heels? Whoops! And in the blink of an eye, she’s 
right in the outer space! How on Earth will she ever be back to 
her Mom and Dad?

Foreign rights sold: 
Korean

Full English translation available upon request.

2020;
36 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Slava Svitova (author) Anna Lomakina (illustrator)

Slava Svitova Slava Svitova is the Ukrainian author of two books 
for grown-ups and a co-author of numerous books of collec-
ted stories; a co-founder of Creative Women Space, a creativity 
and writing coach. She loves telling stories, reading books, ob-
serving the world and getting more ideas. 

Anna Lomakina Anna Lomakina is a Ukrainian illustrator. She 
graduated in graphic design from the Lviv Academy of Arts. She 
always try to bring positive emotions to her illustrations by using 
bright colors and cute characters. Anna launched own online 
courses for  
illustrators.



JUVENILE FICTION

Who Will Make the Snow
by Taras Prokhasko and Mariana Prokhasko

Mariana and Taras Prokhasko’s novel Who Will Make the Snow 
will delight readers with its fast-paced simplicity and timeles-
sness. Following the adventures of a family of moles from Beech 
Tree Forest, readers will learn about their rich day-to-day life, 
the birth of their two newborns, and their adoption of a young 
rabbit, who brings new experiences for them all. This book will 
provide questions to discuss and answers to seek, and will  
likely become an essential book both at home and in classroom 
libraries.  

Foreign rights sold: 
Simplified Chinese, Latvian, Slovak

Full English translation available upon request.

2013;
72 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Taras Prokhasko and Mariana Prokhasko

Taras Prokhasko Ukrainian writer, journalist, and representative 
of the so-called “Stanislavskyi’s Phenomenon”. In 1992 he entered 
the literary circle of “Chetver” (Thursday) magazine, where his 
fiction was first published. Since that time has written several 
books that have been translated into Polish, Russian, Serbian, 
Czech, and English.

Mariana Prokhasko Ukrainian illustrator and writer. Illustrator 
and co-author of the children’s trilogy about moles’ family. She 
lives in Uzhhorod.



JUVENILE FICTION

36 and 6 Cats
by Halyna Vdovychenko (author) 
Natalia Gayda (illustrator)

36 and 6 cats — that’s exactly how many of Halyna 
Vdovychenko’s tailed heroes found a home in Mrs. Krepova’s 
apartment one rainy evening against her will. The stubborn 
woman did not want to welcome the strangers in her house, but 
everything changed when the feline, sphinx-like Baroness ap-
peared and completely won her heart. Neither Mrs. Krepova nor 
her nephew Stas could have ever imagined the result of that 
invasion of their small apartment by 36 adult cats and 6 small 
kittens.  

Foreign rights sold: 
Simplified Chinese, Russian, Belarusian, Latvian, Persian

Full English translation available upon request.

2015;
136 pages;
JUVENILE FICTION;

Contact to all languages:
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ivan Fedechko, 
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

About the author

Halyna Vdovychenko (author) 
Natalia Gayda (illustrator)

Halyna Vdovychenko is a Ukrainian writer and journa list. Deputy 
editor in chief of the Vysokyi Zamok daily newspaper. She de-
buted in 2008 with her novel Half an Apple. She is the author 
of seven novels, collection of short prose and eight books for 
children. She is one of the most popular author for children in 
Ukraine. 

Natalia Gayda is a Ukrainian illustrator and artist. She works in 
different techniques, mostly with child ren’s books. Though she’s 
always ready for new offers and challenges. Her works are full 
of irony and dynamics.



FICTION

Tales of the World
Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault and H. C. Andersen

The collection “Tales of the World” from the 
series “Box of Fairy Tales” contains popular 
tales by familiar authors. The book will be a 
great gift for a child. The following fairy tales 
were included in the collection: “Snow White 
and the Seven Gnomes”; “Little Boy”; “The 
Little Mermaid”; “Thumbelina”; “Redhood”; “Cat 
in Boots”; “Cinderella”.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/chest-of-fairy-tales/skrynka-kazok-kazky-svitu-rusalka
https://pegas.ua


Andersen’s Tales.  
Rainbow Series
H. C. Andersen

Andersen’s tales are for our young readers who 
love to listen to amazing magical stories about 
the adventures of unusual creatures and even 
ordinary objects. 
More than one generation grew up on 
Andersen’s fairy tales. Everyone remembers the 
silent mermaid, the tireless tin steady soldier, the 
fragile Thumbelina, the gentle princess on the 
pea, the merry swineherd, the highbrow Snow 
Queen.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/raduga-andersen-tales
https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/raduga-andersen-tales
https://pegas.ua


Tales of the Brothers Grimm. 
Rainbow Series
Brothers Grimm

The collection includes the best tales of 
famous German writers — brothers Jacob 
and Wilhelm Grimm. In the pages of this 
book, children will meet the beautiful 
Rapunzel, Snow White, Bremen musicians 
and other fairy-tale characters that readers 
around the world know and love for two 
centuries. For children of preschool and 
primary school age.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/raduga-grimm-tales
https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/raduga-grimm-tales
https://pegas.ua


Tales of Charles Perrault. 
Rainbow Series
Charles Perrault

A collection of the most famous fairy tales of Charles 
Perrault — one of the favorite storytellers of many 
generations of young readers. The instructive story 
of Little Red Riding Hood, the antics of the ingenious 
Cat in Boots and the adventures of the Little Boy 
will teach children not to despair even in the most 
difficult life circumstances. And the incredible stories 
of Cinderella and the Sleeping Beauty will make you 
believe in a miracle. For children of preschool and 
primary school age.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/kazky-sharl-perro
https://pegas.ua/series/rainbow/kazky-sharl-perro
https://pegas.ua


FICTION

Tales of the Good Fairy
Folk tales

This book includes tales of the peoples 
of Europe, which are rare in traditional 
collections. Some young readers will meet 
for the first time.
They will meet strange fairy-tale creatures: 
elves, gnomes, witches and fairies. What do 
they look like, are they small or big? Good 
or bad? Do they help people or, conversely, 
avoid meeting and do not want to have 
anything to do with them?
The magic tales of the good fairy will tell 
about it.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/chest-of-fairy-tales/sunduchok-kazok-kazky-dobroi-fei
https://pegas.ua


FICTION

Tales About Princesses
Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault and H. C. Andersen

The collection offers wonderful tales about 
princesses: here is a good little Thumbelina, and 
an arrogant daughter of the emperor, who loves 
little things, and a cheerful Snow White, and 
a romantic mermaid, as well as hard-working 
Cinderella and carefree Rapunzel.
Every little princess will find her favorite heroine.
For children of preschool and primary school age.
The collection includes fairy tales: Thumbelina, 
Little Mermaid, Cinderella, Princess and Piglet, 
Princess on the Pea, Snow White, Rapunzel, 
Sleeping Beauty.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/chest-of-fairy-tales/skrynka-kazok-kazky-pro-pryntses
https://pegas.ua


FICTION

Tales of Animals
Folk tales, Brothers Grimm

These tales have survived. “Your mother came — 
she brought you milk!”, “Tower-tower! Who lives in 
the tower? ”,“ Sit on a stump, eat a pie ”- phrases 
that have become part of folk culture, have long 
since moved from the pages of books to the 
movie screen. And the characters themselves 
became the images of famous actors. And spread 
the lips of the now famous cartoons that delight 
children and adults around the world. Like “Mary 
and the Bear”, “Bremen Musicians”, “The Wolf and 
the Seven Goats” and many others.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/chest-of-fairy-tales/sunduchok-kazok-kazky-pro-tvaryn
https://pegas.ua


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Favorite Fairy Tales of a Kid
folk tales, H. C. Andersen, Brothers Grimm, C. Perrault

The first chapter of the book offers young 
readers a meeting with their favorite heroes 
of the best Russian and Ukrainian folk tales. 
In the second chapter - a fascinating journey 
through a fairy-tale country, given to children 
by world-famous storytellers: S. Perrault, 
H.C. Andersen, the Brothers Grimm. On 
coated paper.

FICTION

2021
240 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/gold-collection/uliubleni-kazky-maliuka


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Tales for Kids.  
Puzzles book
folk tales and tale “Ripka” (“Turnip”) by Ivan Franko

A wonderful puzzle book with bright pictures, 
which contains 6 puzzles, will captivate a little 
genius for a long time. Instructive fairy tales 
will entertain your child, and puzzles made of 
thick cardboard will help develop motor skills, 
memory and attention.

FICTION

2021
12 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-tales-for-young-children
https://pegas.ua/series/puzzles-book/puzzle-tales-for-young-children


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Tales for Kids. Collection
folk tales

This is an interesting and fascinating 
collection of the most popular and famous 
fairy tales that children love so much. 
Famous characters such as Gingerbread 
Man, Rooster, Fox and Bunny will captivate 
your baby in a fascinating fairy-tale world 
full of unusual adventures and colorful 
illustrations.
  Fairy-tale characters will teach a child such 
concepts as friendship, devotion, loyalty, love 
and honesty.

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/love-autors/love-autors-tales-for-kids


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Andersen’s Tales
H. C. Andersen

Andersen’s tales are for our young readers 
who love to listen to amazing magical stories 
about the adventures of unusual creatures 
and even ordinary objects.

More than one generation grew up on 
Andersen’s fairy tales. Everyone remembers 
the silent mermaid, the tireless tin steady 
soldier, the fragile Thumbelina, the gentle 
princess on the pea, the merry swineherd, 
the proud Snow Queen.

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/love-autors/lova-autors-andersen-tales


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Tales of the Brothers Grimm
Brothers Grimm

The collection includes the best tales of 
famous German writers - brothers Jacob and 
Wilhelm Grimm. In the pages of this book, 
children will meet the beautiful Rapunzel, 
Snow White, Bremen musicians and other 
fairy-tale characters that readers around  
the world know and love for two centuries. 
For children of preschool and primary  
school age.

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/love-autors/love-autors-grimm-tales


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

Tales
Charles Perrault

A collection of the most famous fairy tales 
of Charles Perrault – one of the favorite 
storytellers of many generations of young 
readers. The instructive story of Little Red 
Riding Hood, the antics of the ingenious Cat in 
Boots and the adventures of the Little Boy will 
teach children not to despair even in the most 
difficult life circumstances. And the incredible 
stories of Cinderella and the Sleeping Beauty 
will make you believe in a miracle. For children 
of preschool and primary school age.

FICTION

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

https://pegas.ua/series/love-autors/love-autors-perro-tales


FICTION

Tales for Kids
Folk tales

The “Fairy Tale Box” series offers touching, 
kind, wise “Tales for Kids”. In the pages 
of the bright book, the little reader will 
get acquainted with famous fairy-tale 
characters: a chicken Ryaba, a rooster — 
a golden comb, a straw bull, three piglets, 
a gingerbread man, Krut and Vert mice and 
many others.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
64 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/chest-of-fairy-tales/skrynka-kazok-kazky-dlia-maliat
https://pegas.ua


FICTION

The Wolf And The Seven 
Goatlings  
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Folk tale

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the child’s 
favorite book. The books in this series have 
different themes, which are very informative, 
and the cheerful eyes of cars and animals 
will delight young readers. For children from 2 
years.
Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/vovk-i-semero-kozeniat-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamydo-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-6-rokiv
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/vovk-i-semero-kozeniat-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamydo-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-6-rokiv
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/vovk-i-semero-kozeniat-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamydo-shkoly/matematyka-dlia-ditei-vid-6-rokiv
https://pegas.ua 


FICTION

Bunny Hut  
(kid’s book with moving eyes)
Folk tale

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the child’s 
favorite book. The books in this series have 
different themes, which are very informative, 
and the cheerful eyes of cars and animals 
will delight young readers. For children from 
2 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling

https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/zaichykova-khatka-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy
https://pegas.ua/series/knyzhky-z-ochenjatamy/zaichykova-khatka-knyzhky-z-ocheniatamy
https://pegas.ua 


FICTION

The Bun
Folk tale

The bright book for children with moving 
eyes in the main characters will be the child’s 
favorite book. The books in this series have 
different themes, which are very informative, 
and the cheerful eyes of cars and animals 
will delight young readers. For children from 
2 years.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
10 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling
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Folk tales,  
The Brothers Grimm
The collection of fairy tales for children 
includes such interesting tales as “Three 
Bears”, “Rapunzel”, “Geese - Swans”,  
“At the behest of the pike”, “Ivan the 
Tsarevich and the Gray Wolf”. Wonderful 
works that children love so much will delight 
kids and allow them to immerse themselves 
in the magical world of fairy tales.

Available in Ukrainian and Russian

2021
48 pages
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights held: World

Contact to all languages:
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

PEGAS, Publishing house
Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
https://pegas.ua

Please, email before calling
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Available in Ukrainian and Russian
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Tales of the World
folk tales

Wonderful magical stories from all over the 
world are collected in our bright book. Its 
pages present French, English, German, 
Slovak, Tajik, Ukrainian, Russian,
All fairy tales are full of the greatest wisdom 
of ancestors. They teach honesty, truth, 
generosity. Goodness and sensitivity always 
overcome evil, pride, envy. The sorcery of evil 
wizards loses its power in the face of pure love 
and devoted friendship. Offer the curious child 
good and instructive “Fairy Tales of the World”, 
from which he will learn a valuable lesson.

https://pegas.ua/series/gold-collection/kazky-svitu


Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
Please, email before calling

The Best Fairy Tales
H. C. Andersen, Brothers Grimm, C. Perrault,  
E. T. W. Hoffmann, W. Hauff 

In the pages of the book, young readers 
can expect a wonderful world of fairy tales 
by the most famous European writers: 
exciting adventures, wise advice, amazing 
transformations, battles for justice, and, of 
course, in every fairy tale, good defeats evil.
   In the book you will get acquainted with 
the works of six wonderful storytellers: Hans 
Christian Andersen, Charles Perrault, Jacob 
and Wilhelm Grimm, Wilhelm Hauff and 
Ernest Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann.
   For children of preschool and primary 
school age.
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Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:
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The First Tales of a Baby
folk tales, H. C. Andersen, Brothers Grimm, C. Perrault

“Golden Collection” “The First Tales of a 
Baby”: magical encounters with favorite fairy 
tale characters.
Favorite heroes of famous folk and author’s 
tales - gingerbread man, straw bull, Gray 
Sheikh, beautiful princesses, Rapunzel, frog 
king and many others – will meet the baby in 
the pages of a colorful book.
They will open to the little reader a wonderful, 
unknown world of wonders and exciting 
adventures.
Together with good, honest, brave heroes, 
the kid will fight and defeat evil wizards, help 
the weak, learn to make friends.
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Available in Ukrainian and Russian

Contact to all languages:

e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua
PEGAS, Publishing house

Kharkiv, Ukraine, Phone +380504021273
e-mail: partnership@pegas-publishing.com.ua

https://pegas.ua
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Ukrainian Folk Tales
folk tales

Golden collection of the best Ukrainian fairy 
tales, which have absorbed the age-old folk 
wisdom and teach children kindness and 
justice, intelligence and honesty, humanity 
and love. The beautifully illustrated edition 
will be a good gift and will bring real joy to 
the young reader. In the collection you will 
find the most famous tales about animals, 
powerful heroes, clever beauties ...  
For children of primary school age.
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RANOK Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
Contact person: Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

https://www.ranok.com.ua/

ALF THE CAT-DETECTIVE
by Yulita Run, illustrated by Maria Rudyk

Who is that mysterious Alf who knows where this or that thing is placed? 
The answer is simple - he is the coolest detective ever. The cat-detective. 
Sherlock Holmes of the animal world!

Alf is great at finding things and the whole family adores him. Whatever was 
lost at their house, Alf will definitely find it!

One day, Alf gets a very responsible mission - to find a little boy. The girl 
Sophie comes to the cat-detective begging to help her to find her younger 
brother until granny will notice his absence. They are looking for a little boy 
everywhere: sand-pit, playhouse and even near the road! But the little boy 
just vanished into the air! 

Luckily, Alf knows one eye-catching furry white lady he has a thing for who 
gave him a hint of where the boy can be. And what good news! Alf and 
Sophie find her brother at his friend’s house safe and sound.
 
Again Alf proved that he is the best and even the most impossible mission 
is his speed!
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36 pages, 
age 5+
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Cats

Contact to all languages: 
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RANOK Publishing House, Kharkiv Ukraine
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THE SECRET LIFE OF RUSTY THE CAT
by Tais Zolotkovska, illustrated by Maria Rudyk

Once upon a time, there was a cat named Rusty. Strange name for  
a female cat, isn’t it? The matter is that being a mischievous and active 
kitten, everyone was sure that Rusty was a male cat. Later, when it became 
obvious that it was a female cat, nobody changed her name since everyone 
got used to «Rusty». 

Rusty lives in a big family who thinks that this cat can do nothing except 
for sleeping and making troubles: she can turn dad’s paint pot over or walk  
on the roof not letting anyone sleep so that family members are disappointed 
and angry with her because of it. 

In fact, Rusty is a real superhero and helps the family but she keeps  
it a secret, of course. She catches mice, defends the house from cats-
bandits, and even fights tomato beetles in the mom’s kitchen garden! But 
unfortunately, no one even imagined how helpful the cat was and no one 
appreciated her efforts. A mother even wanted to give Rusty away to her 
neighbor being sure that she was the laziest cat ever! Only a little Lesya 
knew the «hidden side» of Rusty’s life and tried to reassure other family 
members that Rusty was a really good cat but it was too late... The cat got 
offended and ran away the next day. 

Since that moment every member of the family starts missing Rusty and 
they realize that they love her for her behavior, for being naughty, for her 
little tricks and they have to find her and return back home no matter what!
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DREAMS FOR A SOFA 
by Anastasia Muzychenko, illustrated by Oksana Drachkovska

Little Myros likes to sleep in his parents’ bed but they want him to sleep 
separately. Parents decided not to force their son to sleep apart from them 
but to turn this process into a funny game. Firstly they buy a new beautiful 
sofa. Then the mom explains that the sofa will have a new owner soon 
chosen by his dreams. All looks like it will be Mr.Cat. Myros believes that it 
has the most beautiful dreams and the sofa may like them the most.

Watching a cat sleeping on the sofa makes Myros yawning. He decides  
to sleep near the cat that day. Thus, day by day Myros starts sleeping  
on the sofa. 2020

24 pages
age 3+
JUVENILE FICTION / Family / 
General

Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

English sample translation is available
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HEDGEHOG GREG AND THE MAPLE LEAF
Heart-Touching Stories (series)
by Eva Solska, illustrated by Katya Zotova

It’s a story about a little Hedgehog who forgot about his mom’s birthday.
 
A little Hedgehog Greg started the day as usual - he woke up and went for 
a walk. He met many forest inhabitants on his way and all of them asked 
him what gift he has prepared for his mom’s birthday. The little cub got sad 
as he forgot about her birthday and he thought that his mother would not 
forgive him for that! His friends reassured little Greg and told him that all 
the mothers are kind. On his way home, Hedgehog found a maple leaf and 
the idea of the gift immediately came to his mind! He collected a bouquet  
of leaves and presented it to his mother. So, that maple leaf made happy 
not only Hedgehog’s mother but himself too! 

2019
36 pages
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JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / 
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Contact to all languages: 
Kateryna Natidze, e-mail: kateryna.natidze@ranok.com.ua

English sample translation is available

Titles in a Heart-Touching Stories series:

• What a Big Elephant!
• Kingfisher and Spring
• Let’s Make Friends!
• My Supergrandpa
• The Best Daddy Ever (full English translation is available)
• Kitten and Sunshine (full English translation is available)
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THE BEST FRIEND LIKE YOU
by Mariana Honcharova-Horianska, illustrated by Kateryna Pidlisna

It’s a kind story about friendship between a little boy and a bear toy.

The story is told on behalf of a teddy bear that wanted to have a friend. One 
day his wish came true - he was presented to a boy called Roman. A boy 
has a serious disease but the bear believes that one day the child will be 
healthy again.

Now most of all the teddy wants to be alive and share all the joy and worries 
with the boy to help him to overcome his illness and fight all fears. And  
of course to present Roman all the love and care the teddy bear has!
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Contact to all languages: 
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THREE BRAVE KNIGHTS 
by Hanna Tretiak, illustrated by Natalia Chorna

Knights’ adventures in a modern world.

Once upon a time three brave knights appeared… in the modern world. 
Actually, these knights are three naughty little girls pretending to be 
brave armored defenders. Their imagination turns objects and people 
into marvelous creatures and their ordinary day turns to be an exciting 
adventure! They make many brave things during the day. Knights even 
have a battle with the big and scary dragon to save the princess!

The author proves that children and even adults may be whoever they want 
with the help of imagination.
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24 pages
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Contact to all languages: 
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ALL DOGS ARE FROM SPACE 
by Anna Radomska 

The bat from the planet Bull is one of the best secret agents in the 
Galaxy. He arrives on Earth with an important secret mission. But here's 
the trouble, the bat did not hear with what mission! Meanwhile, other 
space agents are disappearing somewhere, and at night in the city are 
operating mysterious zluns. Here is a fun adventure story for primary 
school age about great courage, strong friendship and the victory of 
goodness! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Anna RADOMSKA 
 
Anna Radomska is a children’s book author, journalist, and producer from 
Ukraine. Anna was born in Kyiv into a family of doctors but set out on her 
own path as a journalist. After graduating from the Institute of Journalism at 
Taras Shevchenko National University, she worked for prominent Ukrainian 
TV and radio stations as a reporter and producer. Anna is currently working 
as a Special Correspondent in Ukraine for the United Nations News Service. 
Inspired by her two sons, Anna began writing "Poof in Egersund" and "All 
Dogs are from Outer Space.” She believes that the best stories are taken 
from real life: things you notice, rather than what you invent. Anna admires 
dogs for their genuine friendship, kindness, and devotion to people.  
 
“Sometimes, when I watch my dog sitting by the window and staring 
dreamily at the sky, it seems that he knows much more than we can 
imagine,” she says. “He looks like he came from another planet and is still 
waiting for a message from outer space.” “Nobody knows how to be friends 
as dogs know, they always forgive and tolerate us. And I believe they are on  
the Earth to teach us what is real and what is important. How to love someone  
without a reason, how to be kind to everyone, how to always be in a good mood.  
They know how to be insanely curious at any age, how to be brave despite their  
size, and how to be devoted to people and to their mission.” 
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CRAZY ADVENTURES OF FLINT'S PARROT 
by Victor Andrienko, Radna Sakhaltuev 

A pack of ruthless pirates are hunting for a map of Treasure Island 
and the owner of the map, by chance, becomes a small, cowardly 
parrot. From now on - pirate life will not be fun! The comics are 
illustrated by the People's Artist of Ukraine Radna Sakhaltuev. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Victor ANDRIENKO 
 
Victor Andrienko - Ukrainian actor and director of theater and cinema, 
screenwriter, writer, producer, Honored Artist of Ukraine.  
 
Illustrator of the book Radna Sakhaltuev is a People’s Artist of Ukraine, an 
author and an artist legendary cartoons such as “The adventures of Captain 
Wrongel”, “The Treasure Island” and “Doctor Aybolit” 
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HERON’S WAY 
by Do Taij Mogul 

He was born with a sign on his palm... - a sacred sign that foretold his 
great future... 
But life stubbornly led him down a blind alley! 
As a child, he lost his father... 
...betrayed and poisoned 
…The boy was separated from his love...  
And after all that he lost his freedom...  
...Heron’s Way is a story of a former slave named Temujin, who became 
the greatest ruler in history of mankind. 
...One day he saw how a beautiful, fragile Heron had a battle to a 
lightning-fast and courageous falcon, a symbol of mighty rulers.   
Heron's triumph inspired him to great feats! 
...The adventures of a young prince who defied fate... The Heron's Way… 

Here is a book about how Temuzhin, a young Genghis Khan, went to the 
ends of the earth, avoiding the inevitable death in captivity of his rebellious uncle. 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Do Taij MOGUL 
 
Pen name: Do Taij Mogul, (Tsogtsaikhan Tsedensonom) 
Born in Ulaanbaatar City, Mongolia in 1965. After graduating from Kiev 
Aviation University in 1989,   
Worked 
 as a teacher in Aviation School for years – training pilots and engineers,  
Mongolian  Government, United Nations, Asian Development Bank, 
International Civil Aviation Organization’s  Airport Development Project for 2 
years and experienced international project management.  
After  travelling around the world (1995) became Representative of 
De`Longhi Group for Ukraine, Mongolia and Moldova Retired in 2011 and  
started translation of “The Secret History of Mongolia”  (1228-1240) into 
Ukrainian.  
Books and media by the Author:  
Facebook blog “Kozak Tsogo” since 2021 (over 9000 followers yet)  
” The Secret history of Mongolia” will be published in Ukrainian (2022) 
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LEGENDS OF MAGIC FOREST 
by Victor Andrienko, Olena Shulga 

A harsh, courageous and mysterious Warrior and a cheerful, talkative 
molfar Bazik,on the whim of fate, become the guardians of the haughty 
boy Marek. They have no idea that the salvation of the whole world 
depends on this child! Now they and their friends will resist the most 
powerful forces of evil! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Victor ANDRIENKO 
 
Victor Andrienko - Ukrainian actor and director of theater and cinema, 
screenwriter, writer, producer, Honored Artist of Ukraine.  
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MONUMENTS OF ANCESTORS 
by Ruslan Naida, Lesya Gonchar 

The stories partially use the plots of hitherto unknown legends about the 
natives of Trypillia, recorded by Ruslan Naida in Kyiv region in the early 
1990s... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ruslan NAIDA 
 
Naida Ruslan - writer, sculptor and graphic artist. He was born on March 25, 
1969 in Kyiv. In 1993 he graduated from the National Academy of Fine Arts 
and Architecture with a degree in sculpture. Ruslan Naida's works of art are 
in museums, parks and private collections around the world. Since 1993 he 
has lived and worked in New York, USA and Kyiv, Ukraine. The author is 
recognized by critics as the founder of modern Cossack Ukrainian literature. 
Author of the novel "Redoubt" about the participation of the Cossacks in the 
Revolution of Dignity 2013-2014, and art articles for magazines and 
newspapers. The following works were co-authored with Lesia Honchar: 
"Cossack Novel", 2012; "Cossack cuisine" 2013; "Raid", 2016; "Balta-
Brooklyn-Baltimore", 2017; " Wolverine ", 2017; "Return ", 2018; "Cossack 
Drinks ", 2018. Ruslan Ruslan Naida Lesia Honchar was born on February 
16, 1971 in Kyiv in the family of the famous Ukrainian writer Oles Honchar. 
1988-1993 studied at the Taras Shevchenko State University of Kyiv 
(Ukrainian Philology), Kyiv, Ukraine and La Salle University, Philadelphia, 
USA. Author of art equestrian dressage articles in Ukrainian and English. 
Literary works: "Fairy tales of the port city", 2007; "Simargl and the Great 
Campaign", 2008; "She-Wolves of Vyrij", 2009; "Rusa - from the Atlanteans",  
2010; "Legends of ancestors", 2010; The following works were co-authored  
with Ruslan Naida: "Cossack Novel", 2012; "Cossack cuisine" 2013; "Raid",  
2016; "Balta-Brooklyn-Baltimore", 2017;" Wolverine ", 2017;" Return ", 2018; 
"Cossack Drinks ", 2018. 
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MYKITAS BOROVICHOK 
by Ganna Buiadzhy (Onyshchenko) 

The story is about a little forest spirit Mykitas Borovichok, who could not 
save his native forest from the sharp axes of loggers, but as a true 
forester he was not afraid of difficulties to correct his mistake. Even the 
dangerous trials of the terrible Viy did not stop Mykitas. A tale of a bright 
friendship between spirits and people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ganna BUIADZHY (ONYSHCHENKO) 
 
Ganna Buiadzhy (Onyshchenko) - Ukrainian children's writer, poetess  
Ganna Buiadzhy was born in Kyiv on October 15, 1984. She graduated with 
honors from the Ukrainian Humanitarian Lyceum of the Shevchenko 
National University, and later from the Law Faculty of the Shevchenko 
National University. Doctor of Law, Honored Lawyer of Ukraine, lawyer.  
In 2011, Ganna’s first fairy tale "Little Muk” was published. This creation is a 
poetic version of Wilhelm Gauff’s famous work. The book has been 
republished several times. In 2015 on its basis together with Ukrainian 
Radio a radio play was created, where Ganna voiced the author's words. In 
2017, the poetic tale "Little Muk" was translated into English and published 
as a bilingual.  
In 2014, Ganna released her second poetic tale called "Morozenko's New 
Year's Adventures". Based on it a radio play was also created on Ukrainian 
Radio.  
In 2017, the third poetic tale "Mykytas-Borovychok" was published, which in 
2019 was selected by the Ukrainian Cultural Foundation for purchase by 
libraries. "Mykytas-Borovychok" was also awarded the diploma "White Cat" 
for the best children's poetry book. 
In 2020, Ganna published her first children's prose novel "The Secret Order  
of the Great Stingray" about a dumb little girl who has a unique gift – she  
could feel and understand all other creatures without words. 
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NEW YEAR'S ADVENTURES OF MOROZENKO 
by Ganna Buiadzhy (Onyshchenko) 

New Year's adventures of Morozenko In the pages of this book the 
reader will find an interesting and informative journey of young 
Morozenko in search of the most beautiful Christmas tree, meeting with 
the whole family of Santa Clauses and a story about the traditions of 
celebrating the New Year from around the world. And all these 
adventures in an artistically perfect poetic form. For readers who still 
believe in miracles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ganna BUIADZHY (ONYSHCHENKO) 
 
Ganna Buiadzhy (Onyshchenko) - Ukrainian children's writer, poetess  
Ganna Buiadzhy was born in Kyiv on October 15, 1984. She graduated with 
honors from the Ukrainian Humanitarian Lyceum of the Shevchenko 
National University, and later from the Law Faculty of the Shevchenko 
National University. Doctor of Law, Honored Lawyer of Ukraine, lawyer.  
In 2011, Ganna’s first fairy tale "Little Muk” was published. This creation is a 
poetic version of Wilhelm Gauff’s famous work. The book has been 
republished several times. In 2015 on its basis together with Ukrainian 
Radio a radio play was created, where Ganna voiced the author's words. In 
2017, the poetic tale "Little Muk" was translated into English and published 
as a bilingual.  
In 2014, Ganna released her second poetic tale called "Morozenko's New 
Year's Adventures". Based on it a radio play was also created on Ukrainian 
Radio.  
In 2017, the third poetic tale "Mykytas-Borovychok" was published, which in 
2019 was selected by the Ukrainian Cultural Foundation for purchase by 
libraries. "Mykytas-Borovychok" was also awarded the diploma "White Cat" 
for the best children's poetry book. 
In 2020, Ganna published her first children's prose novel "The Secret Order  
of the Great Stingray" about a dumb little girl who has a unique gift – she  
could feel and understand all other creatures without words. 
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ONCE UPON A TIME THE DOG WAS 
by Petro Maga, Vladimir Nazarov, Radna Sakhaltuev 

This is a musical play based on a Ukrainian folk tale created by three 
People's Artists: text is by People's Artist of Ukraine Petro Maga, original 
music is by People's Artist of Russia Vladimir Nazarov and illustrations is 
by People's Artist of Ukraine Radna Sakhaltuev. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Petro MAGA 
 
Petro Maga - Ukrainian actor, poet-singer, TV presenter, screenwriter, director. 
People's Artist of Ukraine. 

 
Illustrator of the book Radna Sakhaltuev is a People’s Artist of Ukraine, an 
author and an artist legendary cartoons such as “The adventures of Captain 
Wrongel”, “The Treasure Island” and “Doctor Aybolit” 
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THE BLUE FOREST AND MAGRITTE THE WIZARD 
by Ielyzaveta Melnychenko 

«The Blue Forest and Magritte the Wizard» is series of twelve fairy-tales 
written by the Ukrainian writer Ielyzaveta Melnychenko and illustrated by 
fifty reproductions from paintings of the outstanding Belgian surrealist 
artist Rene Magritte. The fairy-tales describe fantastic worlds where 
dinosaurs co-exist with the modern animal world. In addition they are 
about magic forces of goodness and evil and their age-old conflict. 

While reading this book, a small child is going to become familiar with 
the masterpieces of the world’s cultural heritage since plots of the fairy-
tails will give a kid the access to the magic worlds of Rene Magritte. 
What is more, the fairytales and paintings are combined in a way giving 
space to individual fantasy and interpretations by the children 
themselves.  Also, well-known to each adult images of pigeon flying 
above a sea, man’s head in a hat with the Moon at the background, have 
become mems and elements of the mass culture. Right now, the little human 
beings are also given an opportunity to get acquainted with all of these 
marvelous works of art. Moreover, the children would have the possibility to 
comprehend them individually. 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ielyzaveta MELNYCHENKO 
 
Anastasiia Marsiz is a writer, journalist, and translator. 
She was born in 1985 in Zaporizhzhia, in 2007 she graduated from the 
Faculty of Translation of Dnipropetrovsk University of Economics and Law, 
specialty “Translator-specialist in public relations”. 
In journalism since 2004: while studying at the university she was the author 
of the column "Your Way" in the student newspaper "Our Life" (from 2004-
2007); author of a column in the regional newspaper "Most City" (2007-
2009); freelance correspondent of the regional newspaper "Dnepr 
Vecherny", the newspaper "Life of the Dnieper"; "Reporter" (from 2007-
2012); 
Creative work: author of the novel "The Big Man" (2021); 
Winner of the literary prize "Literary Ukraine" (2021). 
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VALOR OF THE AZTECS 
by Tina Carroll-Marynychenko 

We invite you to travel in the depths of time, to the distant American 
continent, where 500 years ago the powerful Aztec empire reached the 
high point and perished in the war of two civilizations - European and 
Indian, leaving humanity with many unsolved mysteries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Tina CARROLL-MARYNYCHENKO 
 
Tina Carroll-Marynychenko was born in the suburb of Kyiv, Ukraine.  She 
received a graduate degree in Literature from Taras Shevchenko National 
University of Kyiv and continued her studies at Golden Gate University in 
the USA. Currently she lives and works in Silicon Valley, California. Her 
book “Valor of the Aztecs” tells a story about the brave Aztecs fighting for 
their freedom which resonates with the anticolonial war in Ukraine. 
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A Bug Who Wrote to Nobody 
Written by Hryhoriy Falkovych 
illustrated by Halyna Rogova 
 

"A Bug Who Wrote to Nobody" – is a surprising and kind world of poetry with 
witty drawings. The pages of this book, saturated with the true magic of 
children's literature classics by Hryhoriy Falkovych, will gradually open the 
world of fantasy to young readers and adults. Children will see their peers from 
unexpected perspectives, will recognize human traits in characters and 
actions of animals, will easily remember the names and species of animals, 
birds and bugs, and above all, will learn a story of one miraculous bug, who 
wrote an unusual letter to nobody, where " nobody" stands for each of us. 

 

Translation rights sold: Romania 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Hryhoriy Falkovych 

 Hryhoriy Falkovych is a Ukrainian poet and scientist. Scientific Secretary of 

the Research Institute. President of the Interethnic Forum "Peace be with 

you!". Chairman of the Board of the Kiev Cultural and Educational Society 

named after Sholom Aleichem. Member of the National Union of Writers of 

Ukraine and the International PEN Club. Deputy Chairman of the Prize 

Committee Sholom Aleichem. Initiator of the publication and member of the 

editorial board of the Anthology of Jewish Poetry  
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Fearless Stories 
Written by Kateryna Yegorushkina 
Illustrated by Alona Yastremska 
 

Hazel Grove is a forest town where the most delicious nuts in the world grow. 
Animals and birds live here in peace and harmony, have fun and learn, defend 
each other and sometimes quarrel, test themselves for courage and overcome 
their own fears. That is why they are called fearless, and each child recognizes 
himself or herself in one of the characters. If something scares you - darkness, 
height, fire, doctors, or even school - the characters of this book will tell you 
how to deal with the fear.After each story visit the Owl for advice: there are 
plenty of wonderful recipes and good tips for children, parents, and anyone 
who lacks a gram or a kilo of courage to make dreams come true. 

Rights sold to:  Lithuania, Bulgaria 

 

 

About the Author 

Kateryna Yegorushkina 

 Kateryna Yegorushkina i is a Ukrainian writer, fairy tale therapist, and 

creativity development coach. She was born on October 30, 1984, in Brovary, 

Kyiv region. By education - philologist and psychologist. Received a master's 

degree in History, Literary Theory and Comparative Studies. She graduated 

from postgraduate studies at the Department of Psychology and Conflictology 

of the National University "Kyiv-Mohyla Academy" (the dissertation on 

increasing professional self-awareness by means of art therapy).  
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Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 
Written by Lewis Caroll 
illustrated by Evgeniya Chistotina 
 

Lewis Carroll’s Alice has been enchanting children for 150 years. Curious 
Alice, the bossy White Rabbit, the formidable Queen of Hearts and the Mad 
Hatter are among the best-loved and the most iconic literary characters of all 
times. In this exquisite edition, the award-winning illustrator brings this story 
back to life and enchants readers all over again with her captivating 
illustrations. 

Rights sold to: Armenia,  Bulgaria, Croatia,  Lithuania, Slovenia, Spain 
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Around the World with Foiegret. A Colorful Atlas For Kids 
written by Maria Zhuchenko 
illustrated by Maxim Dolynny 
 

New Adventures of Foiegret and his gorgeous little dog Josephine! This time 
they travel around the world and show different continents and countries to 
the readers. The colorful illustrations and various interesting facts will help little 
explorers to learn more about the world we live in! 
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Bike “Krutelyk”, or How the First Bike Appeared 
written by Tatusya Bo 
illustrated by Svitlana Baluch 
 

A favorite of biking families in the know, this book uses the traditional 
children’s book format in a new and fun way. The story follows the bicycle 
named Flyroundy and the Mouse as they explain all the benefits of cycling, 
and all secrets about bicycles: where bicycles came from, the secret of the 
moving mechanism, how bicycles looked like over a hundred years ago. 
Children will be able to memorize the traffic rules and the behavioral safety. 
Thanks to the book, young readers will have the opportunity to discover the 
cycling life. 
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Box of Fairytales Series (Snowhite, Cinderella, The Wolf 
and Seven Goats, Town Musicians of Bremen, The Three 
Little Pigs, Little Red Riding Hood) 
illustrated by Olesya Suprun 

This humorous and imaginative collection of classic fairy tales is perfect for 
reading out loud. The collection consists of six easy-to-read stories with 
integrated colorful illustrations on every page and a large type. 

 

Rights sold: Slovakia 
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Cakes for Kittens 
written by Tatusya Bo 
illustrated by Svitlana Baluch 
 

Very cute and well-illustrated book. The little girl has a beloved pet — 
gorgeous fluffy kitten. The kitten will soon have a birthday. Naturally, they need 
a cake for the birthday party. So the girl and her mom go to the magic cake-
producing factory, where they meet the fairy Sweet-tooth and her very sweet 
colleagues who show the girl around and teach how the sweets are made. 
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Christmas stories 
written by Anastasia Volkhovska 
illustrated by Yana Fefelova 
 

Miracles happen on Christmas Eve: stars shinу brighter, winter air gets 
fabulous, and the most interesting adventures begin. You always want to 
prolong this joy, to catch this amazing Christmas mood. It is easy to do – each 
story of the book creates a Christmas atmosphere. Together with the heroes 
you feel the beauty and magic of the holiday. They become guides to a world 
full of goodness and love. 
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Cynthia`s Pyramid 
written by Oleg Chaklun 
illustrated by Taras Susak 
 

In front of you there is a princess story. From the beginning, be so kind to alter 
all connotations that may emerge when you hear the word “Princess”. Cynthia 
does not wear silk dresses and tiny sparkling crowns. As a daughter of the 
Genuine King, she still gives her preference to casual jumpsuits and caps. 
Sometimes it is difficult to make a difference between Cynthia and street boys. 
Why so? The reason is she totally has no time for exquisite clothes; her 
restless spirit never stops seeking new adventures. Not ordinary ones, but 
pretty puzzling, demanding a lot of Cynthia’s effort and determination. Cynthia 
has all these traits and even more: she is capable of launching an optical 
computer, solving the secrets of virtual reality, discovering a disguised portal 
and settling all advance up-to-date technologies. Once she craves to explore 
the highest and the most grotesque castle tower. What secrets does it hide? 
Luckily, Cynthia has devoted friends, who will come in the moment of need – 
robots Tik and Tak along with the mystery Butler. If Princess has something 
on her mind, she is unstoppable, believe it! Who knows, probably it is exactly 
in Cynthia`s power to reveal all secrets and save the entire world from a 
tremendous misfortune.The readers are about to plunge in the whirl of 
adventures with this story. Cynthia will show to us the road how to be open to 
serendipity. 
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Dad and I are going to space 
written by Jacques Zhab'ye  
illustrated by Marysya Rudska 
 

The mission to Mars has begun.The selection process for the star team is 
completed.The only candidates are my dad and me.However, Dad can fly into 
space only after work,and I can at any time before I enter the first primary 
grade.  Let`s go! 
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Dariia and the Secret of the the Secret of the Chocolate 
House 
written by Andrii Pleskonoc 
illustrated by Kseniia Olefirenko 
 

The end of summer holiday is not a reason to forget about adventures. So 
Dariia and Romeo go on a wonderful and complicated quest through the 
capital. They will have to reveal the secret of the treasure map, look for clues 
under a microscope in the museum of miniatures, disguise and hide, interpret 
ancient inscriptions and finally find out if the Chocolate House is as "sweet" 
as it seems. Do the heroes manage to complete the quest? Let’s do it togather! 
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Early Reader Books 
illustrated by Iryna Kramar  

The pages of  these books are going to lead you throuhg the world of beautiful 
folk tales. It's time to read them on your own!  Find out how the straw bull 
helped the grandfather and how to expose the lying Bully Goat. 
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English Fairy Tales 
written by Alina Kuznyeczova 
illustrated by  Natalya Kashhak 
 

The most beloved English fairy tales adapted for children's reading!Beauty 
and the BeastThe Frog PrinceThe Gentle GiantThe Four MusiciansThe Ugly 
DucklingPocahontasReading rules and vocabulary is added for every fairy 
tale. The stories  will help your kid to learn English words. 
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1. Everyone can become a princess 
2. Everyone can kiss a princess 
3. Everyone can name a princess 
written by Kuzko Kuzyakin 
illustrated by Inna Chernyak 
 

1. What a restless girl from the Palace! She has got so many ideas and plans: 
to make repairs in the castle, go fishing, look for pineapples on a birch, 
become a writer... parents simply tear their hair out from the tricks of their 
beloved daughter. She even made the Chief Adviser, Mr. Etiquette, run away! 
This cool fairy tale will surprise readers with sparkling humour and an original 
plot. Open the book and enjoy amazingly kind and truly funny stories. 

2. A big trouble happened in the kingdom: the accountant general escaped, 
stealing the entire royal treasury. To save the day, the King and the Chief 
Adviser, Mr. Etiquette, decide to use ... a trick: everyone who pays the 
registration fee and solves three riddles will be able to kiss the Princess who 
has suddenly fallen into hibernation. But this restless girl doesn't want to sleep 
or kiss at all ...Events develop so unexpectedly and rapidly that readers will 
definitely not be bored. 

3. There is quite a commotion at the Royal Palace - the Princess wants to 
know why everyone, except her family, has names. Here are her classmates' 
names - Snow White, Peter Pan, Pinocchio… What was lacking in her? But 
no one remembers the royal names except the official documents marked 
"Top Secret!". And now the real investigation begins, ancient family secrets 
discloses and a great mess throughout the kingdom. But the most difficult is 
to name the Princess again. 

 

About the Author 

Kuzko Kuzyakini 

Dmytro Kuzmenko (Kuzko Kuzyakin) is a Ukrainian children's writer, 

illustrator, author of many works for children's readers. Winner of many literary 

competitions and winner of the scholarship program of the Minister of Culture 

and National Heritage of the Republic of Poland "Gaude Polonia". Since 2016, 

Dmytro Kuzmenko's works have been included in the school curriculum for  

literary reading in primary school.  
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Fearless Stories 
Written by Kateryna Yegorushkina 
Illustrated by Alona Yastremska 
 

Hazel Grove is a forest town where the most delicious nuts in the world grow. 
Animals and birds live here in peace and harmony, have fun and learn, defend 
each other and sometimes quarrel, test themselves for courage and overcome 
their own fears. That is why they are called fearless, and each child recognizes 
himself or herself in one of the characters. If something scares you - darkness, 
height, fire, doctors, or even school - the characters of this book will tell you 
how to deal with the fear.After each story visit the Owl for advice: there are 
plenty of wonderful recipes and good tips for children, parents, and anyone 
who lacks a gram or a kilo of courage to make dreams come true. 

Rights sold to:  Lithuania, Bulgaria 

 

 

About the Author 

Kateryna Yegorushkina 

 Kateryna Yegorushkina i is a Ukrainian writer, fairy tale therapist, and 

creativity development coach. She was born on October 30, 1984, in Brovary, 

Kyiv region. By education - philologist and psychologist. Received a master's 

degree in History, Literary Theory and Comparative Studies. She graduated 

from postgraduate studies at the Department of Psychology and Conflictology 

of the National University "Kyiv-Mohyla Academy" (the dissertation on 

increasing professional self-awareness by means of art therapy).  
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Foiegret and Josephine. Book of Labyrinths 
written by Maria Zhuchenko 
illustrated by Maxim Dolynny 
 

Labyrinths create a path of logic and imagination! Meet an ingenious inspector 
Foiegret and his gorgeous little dog Josephine and together with them set off 
for the most amazing journey of your life. Solve crimes and find the culprits in 
mysterious labyrinths! Colorful illustrations, cool characters, and wide 
pathways make this book a fun-filled challenge for a young learner! 
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Folk Tales Series (Spikelet, Little Straw Bull, Mr Cat, The 
Glove, The Goat and the Sheep, The Fox, Syrko, Nibbly-
Quibbly the Goat)  
illustrated by Iryna Kramar 

This wonderful library includes eight classic stories, handed down from 
generation to generation. The books are short enough to keep the children’s 
attention, and its illustrations are bright and eye-catching. 
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Forbidden Santa 
written by Yaroslav Stepanenko 
illustrated by Olena Bugrenkova 
 

What if there is no Christmas? Authorities banned the celebration and ordered 
all fireplaces in the city be bricked up. However, these prohibitions do not 
frighten a ten-year-old boy. These prohibitions stir interest. Despite the order 
the boy’s family has an unbricked fireplace. Together with the father, the boy 
lights a fire and the adventure begins. The story states that Christmas wishes 
come true. You must dream and believe. The story is also about courage, a 
strong spirit and defending the rights despite the prohibitions. 
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Fun Exercises to Learn English  
written by Olga Pylypenko 
illustrated by Iryna Potapenko 
 

These are the perfect books to help your child learn speaking English. Inside, 
you’ll find simple exercises, fun facts, tips on pronunciation practice, and 
popular phrases that assist the kid with learning English in a very short time. 
Dozens of puzzles and activities make learning new language easy and fun! 
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Ginny and Blue Mystical Creature. Golden Mountain to the 
Sky 
by Viktor Bliznets 

Ginny is a 5th grader and her strongest dream is true friendship. However, the 
girls consider her a fantasist and a black sheep, and the boys do not take to 
the pack at all... But finally, she was lucky: she met a mysterious little Blue 
Creature, it was incredibly cute and unlike any other. So, there are going to 
be a lot of adventures and fun, real grown-up stuff and experiences, as well 
as a wonderful world full of charms and secrets... How could it be otherwise if 
the friend turned out to be a Boogieman?! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Viktor Bliznets 

Staying in a creative and intellectual environment and working as an editor 

ofpublishing houses prompted Viktor Bliznets to make creative attempts. 

Sincechildhood, he was attracted by literature and he decided to try to write 

somethingon his own. This became decisive in his later life.In 1988, Viktor 

Bliznets was posthumously awarded the title of laureate of theLesya Ukrainka 

Literary Prize, and in 2003, the International EducationalFoundation named 

after Yaroslav the Wise founded the Literary Prize “TheSound of the Web” 

named after Viktor Bliznets  
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Guinea Pig Investigates 
written by Ivan Andrusyak 
illustrated by Anna Mayta 

 
 

Detective Gerard, a guinea pig, is known for his sweet tooth. When mysterious 
crimes occur, all animals from nearby homes, and even those that live on the 
street, asked Detective Gerard for help, promising him a lot of tasty fees. 
Together with Gerard you will find out who has eaten the cat's breakfast, you 
will run away from hungry predators, find out everything about an unknown 
scarecrow that scares good animals, investigate dark crannies and fight with 
fears. And most importantly, you will learn how to catch intruders using 
deduction and logic.“Top BaraBOOKa-2020”: the Best Children's BookThe 
book was included in the top 5 ranking of the Children's Book of the Year 2020 
(BBC news)Espresso: the readers’ choice 2021 

 

Translation rights sold to: China, Georgia 

 

About the Author 

Ivan Andrusyak 

 Ivan Andrusyak is a Ukrainian writer, poet, author of children's literature, 

translator, and literary critic. He is a laureate of the Lesya Ukrainka Prize and 

a laureate of the Korniychukovsky Prize in 2016.  

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

 

2020 
96 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous 
Stories 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
Land of Fireflies.  
The sound of a  spider line.    
Stories of time years 
by Vyktor Blyznets 
 

"Land of Fireflies" If you've never heard about forest magical creatures 
(hundred-moustached andthree-moustached), it's time to visit Syza XXII. He 
will open the doors of hisfamous museum and take you to the dungeons, show 
you the most precioustreasures. And then he'll tell you a story about the victory 
over the terribleMagawa and his supporters. 

“The sound of a spider line”And if you're sad - let's go with Leo to look for 
adventures. You just need toopen the book and a silver man is rushing around 
the room. The shaggy Sniffer ishiding under the bench and watching the pirate 
ship 

“Stories of time years.”And somewhere in the distant past, three brothers - 
Kyi, Shchek, Khoryv andsister Lybid began the history of Kyiv, Svyatoslav 
made peace with the Greeks,and Yaroslav the Wise, Grand Prince of Kyiv 
defeated the Pecheneg. And this isnot a fairy tale at all, but the real truth! 

 

About the Author 

Vyktor Blyznets 

 Staying in a creative and intellectual environment and working as an editor 

ofpublishing houses prompted Viktor Bliznets to make creative attempts. 

Sincechildhood, he was attracted by literature and he decided to try to write 

somethingon his own. This became decisive in his later life.In 1988, Viktor 

Bliznets was posthumously awarded the title of laureate of theLesya Ukrainka 

Literary Prize, and in 2003, the International EducationalFoundation named 

after Yaroslav the Wise founded the Literary Prize “TheSound of the Web” 

named after Viktor Bliznets.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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288 pages 
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Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

Land of Teddybears 
written by Tatusya Bo 
illustrated by Svitlana Balukh 
 

All kids have a favorite toy, which they put in bed, feed, take with them for 
walks ... and remember such toys all their lives. And who did not wonder how 
to find out where this toy friend came from? It turns out that nearby there is a 
charming country in which a magnificent auntie Nata with her magic assistants 
creates the best toys. 

 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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48 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / 
Bears 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

Legends and Myths of Ancient Greece. Gods and Heroes 
written by Mykola Kun 
illustrated by Anhelina Kankava 
 

This is a classic book: many generations discovered the world of ancient 
legends and beliefs thanks to these works. Expressiveness and clarity of the 
stories, brilliant knowledge of the intangible heritage of Ancient Greece are 
the main features of this book. The author carefully collected plots from 
various ancient sources and presented them in the book. Now it has become 
a fundamental work. And every cultured person should read the myths. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 2022 

368 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Legends, 
Myths, Fables / Greek & Roman 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

Let’s meet the Animals 
by written by Maria Zhuchenko 
illustrated by Olena Zheleznyak 
 

A wonderful series of small and pretty books to introduce the world around us, 
pets, wild animals and insects to children! The book will help a child learn the 
names of animals and insects and will tell you a lot of interesting things about 
them. Hello! I am a butterfly. I have bright wings, thin antennae and legs. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2019 
10 pages 
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals / 
General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

Little Burlap 
written by Mykyta Lukash 
illustrated by Maxim Dolynny 
 

This wonderful book was written by an 11-year-old boy and illustrated by an 
incredible Ukrainian illustrator Maxim Dolynny!Far-far away, somewhere in the 
mountains, behind the fields, behind the ancient forests, there is a charming 
BagLand. There are a variety of bags, suitcases, briefcases, shoulder pads, 
wallets as well as telephone cases. And there is a little bag Burlap who lives 
in the unusual world of this huge assortment of bags. She has a good temper, 
she is the “Why” guy like all the children, and she loves the colored satin 
ribbons - especially bright red, which adornes her hair. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2018 
64 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales 
& Folklore / General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
Little Forest Animals (Bunny, Owl, Fox, Hedgehog, 
Squirrel, Tit) 
by written by Maria Zhuchenko 
illustrated by Olena Zheleznyak 
 

These titles should be the very first books to introduce forest animals to 
children. Every picture shows forest creatures in their natural habitats. These 
are not just board books, but the first books that any toddler will love and every 
adult will enjoy reading. Fantastic pictures of wildlife combined with funny 
rhymes make it a new kind of board book.Over 100 000 copies printed. 

 

Rights sold to:  Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovakia 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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10 pages 
JUVENILE NONFICTION / 
Animals / General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
Love You, Mum 
Love You, Dad 
by written by Oksana Kandyba 
illustrated by  Halyna Rogova 
 

The heartwarming picture-book is a great for learning both to read and to 
listen. It is also the perfect gift idea for mum and dad on her or his birthday, 
Christmas, or just to say “I love you”.Cute illustrations and easy-to-read text. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2015 
42 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Family / 
General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
 
Microbot and Galaxy Pirate. 
Microbot and He Who Does Not Exist 
written by Oleg Chaklun 
illustrated by Yana Lyubarska 
 

This astonishing book features two unbelievable stories about 
Microbot.Ended up on the Earth, a robot-superhero has found some friends, 
Amelie and Peter, who accompany him in all his trips and adventures. Friends 
will go on a space journey to the enigmatic planet, Mystery, to defeat an 
intergalactic pirate Zeros. They will set on the journeys through time and space 
to rescue Roboplanet and its citizens. Bearing such a great mission, they have 
everything to win - their sharp mind and light hand, kindness and compassion. 
The characters are genuine examples to follow. They will lead the readers to 
growing the seeds of kindness deep inside their hearts. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2020 
128 pages 
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Adventure / General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
Microbot and Rainbow Robots.  
Microbot and the Stone Dragon 
written by Oleg Chaklun 
illustrated by Yana Lyubarska 
 

This astonishing book features two unbelievable stories about Microbot.  A 
mischievous little robot is a real superhero, who cannot live without fun and 
games. After coming to the Earth, the outlander has encountered Amelie and 
Peter. So now, they divide the spirit of adventures and travelling together. With 
fun, they will seek the entrance to the fairy tale, resist the space evil, travel 
across the dessert, and even face the Stone Dragon, who has been constantly 
troubling the citizens.These little bold characters will be doing their best to 
rescue the world, making all readers more helpful and open-minded to others. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2021 
128 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Action & 
Adventure / General 
 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 

 Mr.  Thistle's Journey 
Written and illustrated by Eugene Haruk 

Mr.  Thistle  is a well-known traveler.  He became fascinated with new places 
and adventures. The incredible world attracted him with a bright variety. And, 
of course, in each trip Mr.  Thistle  found new friends. 

 

 

About the Author 

Written and illustrated by Eugene Haruk 

Eugene Haruk is a Ukrainian artist. In 2014 he received a master's degree 

with honours, graduating from the Department of Graphics. He has been an 

active participant in Ukrainian and international exhibitions since he was 17 

years old. In total, Eugene has more than 20 of them. He works mainly on 

illustrating books and creating graphic designs. He sees his future in the field 

of illustration and book art.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2021 
48 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Social 
Themes / Friendship 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
My Dad and I 
Written by Kuzko Kuzyakin 
Illustrated by Oksana Drachkovska 
 

Who are ghostinosours? What are clouds made of? How to prepare trubel and 
what may happen if you let yourself do everything you want? The book's main 
hero is about 4 years old; still he seeks to find answers to all these questions. 
His life is full of adventures. He is a dreamer and make-believer. He often 
disobeys his father and dislikes brushing teeth. All in all, he is a common boy 
of his age. It is a treasure book of honest, warm-hearted stories about the 
close connection between father and son, about vital details and great 
children's discoveries, about trust and adventures you can share, and at last 
about mutual understanding. Even if someone can’t pronounce “r”. 

 

About the Author 

Written by Kuzko Kuzyakin 

Illustrated by Oksana Drachkovska 

Kuzko Kuzyakin is an author of numerous books, artist and tireless inventor. 

His works make readers to think and become better.Oksana Drachkovska - 

Internationally appreciated illustrator in Bologna Book Fair 2021  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2022 
64 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Family / 
General 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
My Dad and I -2 
Written by Kuzko Kuzyakin 
Illustrated by Oksana Drachkovska 
 

Can bears roar as wild cats do? How to call pictures in the starry sky? Where 
does sadness come from and how many toys to take for a trip with Father?  
Curious boys definitely face such questions when they set out for their first 
overnight trip to the genuine High Mountain.Here’s a collection of fun, warm-
hearted and sincere stories about the intimate relations of father and son as 
well as the intensifying of relationships in anticipation of a new-born baby. 

 

About the Author 

Written by Kuzko Kuzyakin 

Illustrated by Oksana Drachkovska 

 

Kuzko Kuzyakin is an author of numerous books, artist and tireless inventor. 

His works make readers to think and become better.Oksana Drachkovska - 

Internationally appreciated illustrator in Bologna Book Fair 2021  

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 

2022 
64 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / Family / 
General 
 



Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
e-mail: n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua     https://www.vivat-book.com.ua 

JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
My Name is Mariam 
Written by Nadiyka Herbish 
Illustrated by Mariya Foya 
 

Mariam has lost her home in all its senses, she ended up in a foreign country, 
faced hostility generated by stereotypes, experienced a bitter loss, but 
acquired the most valuable gift of love and rescued life.This book describes 
the significance of life basis: when the war comes to the city, those people 
who manage to escape its flames, have nothing but memories, love and 
burning desire to protect the dearest people. However, it is from these seeds 
that a whole new world can grow — all that is necessary, is a bit of “favorable 
soil” and support of those who are nearby. 

 

About the Author 

Written by Nadiyka Herbish 

Illustrated by Mariya Foya 

Nadiyka Gerbish is a Ukrainian translator and a bestselling and award-winning 

author of children’s books, short-stories, and Christian non-fiction. She 

currently works as an Eastern European rights manager for Riggins 

International Rights Services. She shares her love of the outdoors, books, and 

traveling with her husband Igor and their young daughter Bogdana. 

Mariya Foya is an illustrator who works with numerous Ukrainian publishers. 

Her pieces have been exhibited in many art shows. She graduated from the 

Publishing and Printing Institute of the National Technical University of 

Ukraine Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute Department of Graphics. She 

draws extensively and loves to experiment with techniques and styles.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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48 pages 
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Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
Mystery of the Hidden Island 
written by  Natalia Yasinovskaya 
illustrated by Natalia Oliynyk 
 

Twelve-year-old Maryana is an avid reader. Especially she likes books about 
magical worlds. But she had no idea that she would get into one of those 
magical stories. Together with her family, the girl moves to a new house 
placed on an island that is not on the map. Moreover, this house is strange: it 
always changes the color of the wallpaper and hides things. What's more, a 
mysterious little girl appears in Mariana's room at night and asks for help. In 
the end, it turns out that the house is a portal between the real world and the 
world of magicians. So Mariana decides to reveal all the secrets of the Hidden 
Island. And on the way, both the witch trials and real teenage problems await 
her: finding friends at school, misunderstanding with her parents, new love, 
the first steps to realizing a dream and growing up. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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48 pages 
JUVENILE FICTION / People & 
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Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
 
One Sheep, Two Sheep 
written by Halyna Kruk 
illustrated by Olga Barabah 
 

Bright and colorful book with the world inside out. Wonders are happening 
right beside the readers. They teach children to count, to think and to 
remember.Let’s go with the sheep!And don’t forget to pick up the dandelions! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Halyna Kruk 

Halyna Kruk was born on November 30, 1974 in Lviv. She is a medieval 

philologist by education, graduated from the Faculty of Philology of the Ivan 

Franko State University of Lviv and postgraduate studies at the same 

educational institution. She defended her dissertation on "Ukrainian 

grassroots baroque: poetics of style and genre" (2001), author of a number of 

scientific studies on various genres of school literature of the XVII-XVIII 

centuries.He lives and works in Lviv, teaches literature at the Ivan Franko 

National University of Lviv.  

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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Vivat Publishing LTD, Kharkiv, Ukraine. Contact person: Natalie Miroshnyk. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

Pluto 
written by Valentyna Vzdulska 
illustrated by Inna Chernyak 
 

Cute story about little boy named Mark, whose life was tied up with a dog 
Pluto. One day kid lose his best friend and since then missed him a lot and 
even came up with idea that his dog lives now on a small planet Pluto. But 
one day Mum came home with a little fluffy present.The story of assuming of 
new puppy friend begins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Valentyna Vzdulska 

  Valentyna Vzdulska is a Ukrainian children's writer, author of the books 

"Journey of the Letter", "Pluto", "I am Kilimanjaro", "The Great 

Transfiguration", "Eve's Pit", "Ukrainian Wildlife", biographies of William 

Shakespeare and Henry Ford for children and others. Arranged a number of 

books for children and adolescents. Valentyna Vzdulska is a co-founder of the 

"Fairy Tale" project and "Rating Criticism: The Best Children's and Adolescent 

Books for Teens", editor and reviewer of children's literature. Valentina's 

books won the Golden Stork award and have been included in the Barabuki 

Top more than once.  

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
Polly 
Written by Vitaly Zapeka 
Illustrated by Natalia Oliynyk 

 

"Hello. My name is Polly. I'm my mom and dad's child. But now I'm my 
grandparents' one, because I was taken to the village for a few days. My 
mother said that good air in the countryside is healthy. In my view, all good 
things are useful to me. Especially at my age. My age is a palm of years 
without one finger. " 

 

About the Author 

Written by Vitaly Zapeka 

Illustrated by Natalia Oliynyk 

Vitaly Zapeka was born on October 13, 1967 in Poltava. He wrote his first 

stories and essays in 2015 when he volunteered for the war. He began to write 

in Russian, later switched to Ukrainian and now refuses to publish his works 

in "hostile language". V. Zapek's works are characterized by subtle 

psychologism, irony, humor and at the same time deep philosophical 

reflections and thoughts.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
 

Rodenia or a Trip over the Rainbow 
written by Nadiya Gumenyuk 
illustrated by Maxym Palenko 
 

One winter's night a mysterious stranger in a white toga comes into Markiyan’s 
room. He looks for something in the bookcase. In a moment, the boy sees a 
stork flying over the snow to Lake Okonske. After these mysterious events, 
the boy goes over the rainbow, to the wonderful land of the light Rod, freedom-
loving Aster and Irians. Rodenia is in danger. Markiyan and his loyal brownie 
Domko liberate Rodenia from the ugly monsters and their cruel master. This 
story is full of adventure. It tells us about the struggle between good and evil, 
the thirst for justice and freedom. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 

 

Roly-Poly(Puppy,  Duckling, Mouse, Kitten, Cow, Horse) 
written by Maria Zhuchenko and Olga Pylypenko 
illustrated by Polyna Kryvcova 
 

Animal-shaped with beautiful artwork in bright colors, this new series of board 
books is a wonderful way to encourage babies and toddlers to learn their first 
words and facts about the world. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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8 pages 
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General 
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JUVENILE FICTION 

Stepha and Chakalka's Great Adventures 
by Ivan Andrusyak 

Chakalka is terrifying! She comes at night to  misbehaving children, kidnaps, 
puts them into a soundproof sack and brings to the dark forest – that’s how 
real hair-raising adventures begin … Yo Ho Ho!Stepha and her Chakalka: 
Novel by Ivan Andrusyak is a significant work of Ukrainian children 
contemporary literature, highly beloved by kids of last decade. The follow-up 
story “The boar is wild – the tail is big” was accepted with the same appeal. 
The latest third novel “Chakalka and Chupacabra” tell us about the anticipated 
meeting of two well-known folklore characters trying to triumph over the Great 
Boogeyman and his flock of real monsters. 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ivan Andrusyak 

Ivan Andrusyak - Ukrainian poet, children's writer, prose writer, essayist, 

translator.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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336 pages 
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Stories 
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JUVENILE FICTION 
 
 
 

Stories about Magic Animals 
written by Mary Blair 
illustrated by Olena Zheleznyak and Olesya Suprun 
 

Do you believe in miracles? Then one day a magic defender will come to 
you!After all, these lovely winged little animals always come to help those who 
believe in miracles.The stories of good and faithful, brave and happy magic 
defenders are waiting for the little readers to meet them. 

Rights sold to: Bulgaria 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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Tailless 
written by Oksana Lushchevska 
illustrated by Yana Gavrish 
 

Did you have to play at the school theater? Then you surely are familiar with 
the events described in this book. When there is a fight for the role of the Fox, 
all is fair. Or maybe not? This story is about true friendship, the coolest 
supervisor of the art studio and a well-known "The Glove". And you will surely 
be fascinated by the wonderful world created by Yana Gavrish, all made in 
semi-light and light pencil strokes. 

 

About the Author 

Oksana Lushchevska 

Oksana Lushchevska is the author of more than 35 books for children and 

adolescents, translator, doctor of science in the field of education. 

Specialization - "Children's Literature and Literacy" (Georgian University, 

USA). Member of PEN-Ukraine. A reviewer of translated children's books for 

the international organization US-IBBY. Lushchevskaya's children's books 

were shortlisted for the BBC Book of the Year, LitAccent of the Year, and 

Critics' Rating, and were noted by BaraBuk's experts. The space of the 

Ukrainian children's book ". In 2017, the story "Wind from under the sun" was 

included in the prestigious catalog of 200 best children's books in the world 

"White Ravens" ("White Ravens"). Lushchevskaya's works have been staged 

by the theater (the teenage novel The Mirror and the collection of short stories 

The Blue Umbrella) and are often played on the radio. Her texts are published 

in the "Textbook of Modern Ukrainian Children's Literature". In 2019, 

Lushchevskaya was included in the list of "25 best writers of Ukraine" 

according to Focus magazine.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 

n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Adventures of Baron Munchausen 
written by Rudolf Erich Raspe 
illustrated by Anna Pavlyukevych-Chernetska and Maria Osadcha 
 

The legendary Baron Munchausen was famous for telling incredible stories 
about his astounding happenings and astonishing feats. The Baron’s 
escapades include a balloon expedition to the Moon, an encounter with the 
goddess Venus, a battle with the Turkish army, and an enormous sea creature 
who swallowed him up in the South Seas. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Best Fairytales by Hans Christian Andersen 
Written by Hans Christian Andersen 
illustrated by  Yana Fefelova 
 

Andersen’s fairy tales are the best-loved classic of stories for children. They 
have been translated to more than 125 languages.  The stories have been 
adapted to various media including ballet, television, and film.This richly 
illustrated edition includes will become the favourite book of your children!  
“Thumbelina” is about a tiny girl and her adventures with marriage-minded 
toads, moles, and cockchafers. She successfully avoids their intentions before 
falling in love with a flower-fairy prince just her size.“The Princess and the 
Pea” is  about a young woman whose royal identity is established by a test of 
her sensitivity. “The Shepherdess and the Sweep” is about a romance 
between a china shepherdess and a china chimney sweep who are 
threatened by a carved mahogany satyr who wants the shepherdess for his 
wife. 

Rights sold to: Lithuania 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Best Folk Tales 
illustrated by Iryna Kramar 

A folk tale is a story or a legend which has been traditionally told by one person 
to another one and in this way became a part of cultural heritage. Folk tales 
are generally passed down from one generation to another and reveal  
universal and timeless themes, help children to find sense of their existence 
or to cope with the world in which they live.The contents includes: The Cat, 
The Glove, The Spikelet, Mary and the Bear, The Wolf and Seven Goats, 
Three Little Pigs, Roly-Poly. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Blueberry Bear.  A calendar for dreamer 
written by Anastasia Volhovska 
illustrated by Yana Fefelova 
 

The Blueberry Bear is an unusual calendar story. The fun wordplay and bright 
paintings with lots of details to explore make the Blueberry Bear a perennial 
favorite for young readers, and this edition is a great stocking stuffer.Little boy 
and big friendly bear embark on a year-long journey, looking for adventures. 
It's a true story about nature, seasonal variations and activities, friendship and 
kindness.With delightful rich illustrations and zany wordplay, the Blueberry 
Bear is a must-have for every family with kids. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Canterville Ghost 
written by Oscar Wilde 
illustrated by Evgeniya Chistotina 
 

Sir Simon de Canterville has been haunting the residents of Canterville Chase 
for 300 years — and then the Otis family moves in. No matter how hard he 
tries, they won’t be scared off, and soon the Otis family turns their attention to 
getting rid of him... 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Chipmunk's Great Adventures 
written by Ivan Andrusyak 

For some reasons everyone calls Ivas Chip as Chipmunk - he strives for 
getting rid of it. He does his best not to fall behind from everyone and from 
time to time gets into some little adventures such as getting a pocket devilkin, 
eating five ice-creams, skipping lessons even though he is considered the 
smartest student in class. In addition, this bothering desk mate Olena Zaiko 
haunts him from any corner. What is she talking all the time with her fellows 
looking around at him?These stories and feelings are intimate for all 
schoolchildren and a total fun for all others. All you need is to believe in 
yourself and who you are, and each story will end happily! 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Ivan Andrusyak 

Ivan Andrusyak - Ukrainian poet, children's writer, prose writer, essayist, 

translator.  

 

 

 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Going-To-Bed Book 
written by Tatusya Bo 
illustrated by  Halyna Rogova 
 

These gentle bedtime stories and rhymes are just right for winding down the 
day. A nighttime fantasy that is guaranteed to make even the most resistant 
sleeper snuggle up tight 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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1. The Mystery of the Golden Bees 
2. The Ruby Cup 
3. The Mystery of the Blue Lightning 
written by Maria Zhuchenko  
illustrated by Maxim Dolynny 
 

1. Together with Foiegret and Josephine the readers will solve a honey crime, 
expose the mysterious thief who created the magic army of bees, and will save 
the French President himself. Helping a well-known detective is a responsible 
task for schoolchildren, performing which they will not only develop 
imagination and fantasy, but also learn how to distinguish good from evil and 
work well together in a team. 

2. Along with a mysterious hacker, Foiegret and Josephine will expose the 
elusive robber, who changes his appearance, and will discern all his insidious 
plans. The book will be a real find for children of primary and secondary school 
age, because the characters of this story will not only help develop logical 
thinking, but also prove that true friendship overcomes any obstacles. 

3. Together with Foiegret and his new friend inventor Doo Fan, the 
schoolchildren will find out who created the mysterious blue lightning bolts, go 
to the stratosphere on a spacecraft and make the first interstellar arrest in 
history. And in order to catch the villains, Foiegret and the little readers of this 
book will have to learn to trust their instincts and use deductive thinking. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Nutcracker and the Mouse King 
written by Ernest Theodore Amadeus Hoffmann 
illustrated by Anna Pavlyukevych-Chernetska and Maria Osadcha 
 

The Nutcracker is a gorgeous Christmas story about a little girl and her 
wooden toy, the Nutcracker, who became alive to fight the evil seven-headed 
Mouse King. This romantic story about loyalty and courage, love and devotion 
makes you believe in miracles. The highlight of the book is magical watercolor 
illustrations that create an unforgettable atmosphere of a Christmas tale. 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Owner Wanted 
written by Olga Dobrosovestnaya 
illustrated by Olena Bugrenkova 
 

Every homeless pet wants to have an owner. The little dog Matilda also 
dreams about finding an owner. She wishes to have the perfect one, to be 
more precise — a kind elderly lady, who wonderfully smells meatballs. When 
Matilda and her friends, other abandoned animals, find a wallet full of money 
in the street her dream is about to come true. Now they have money to buy 
owners but would it be fair to spend other people’s money even if nobody 
claims the wallet back? Or is there a better way to invest this unexpected 
capital? What decision will Matilda and her friends make? 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 2017 
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The Secret of Strawberryland 
written by Radii Polonskyi 
illustrated by Olena  Potomkina 
 

Do you want to get to a fairyland? All you need to do is to pick delicious 
strawberries, memorize as many counting rhymes as possible and make 
friends with the sunny bunny! This is how the best friends Antonio, Den and 
Lara find themselves in the fairy tale and have new acquaintances, incredible 
spells and dangerous adventures in the mysterious Strawberryland captured 
by the evil Bevz V with his cunning mate. All the children here are bullies, 
tattletales, blowhards. Our three friends will not only liberate the magical 
country, but also help its inhabitants to become honest and brave! Together 
they defeat the worst enemies, because the true friendship makes wonders! 

 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 2020 
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The Secret Winds Council 
written by Sasha Voitsekhivska 
illustrated by Yevhen Kharuk 
 

One peaceful and clear day the breeze Viychyk (the Slight Wind) was running 
around the beach and came across the Wild Wind. It is how the story of the 
hothead with no name started at the annualy Secret Winds Council. Here he 
became the part of one whole family, here he finally gained his name – 
Zaduvay (the Gusty Wind). Could Viychyk even think about changing his life 
so drastically? When the duty of ruling the breeze fell upon his shoulders – 
Viychyk was caught between two fires: who is he or who should he be? In 
search of himself, he subjected the entire world to the danger, learned how 
important to accept being different, to cope with emotions and believe in 
friendship. This heart-warming story will teach children to listen to their own 
feelings, trust and be trusted by your friends. Moreover, you will be capable to 
discover the whole world of the winds from all continents and parts of the 
world. 

 

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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The Snow Queen 
written by Hans Christian Andersen 
illustrated by Alexey Cherepanov 
 

Nearly two centuries after its first publication, The Snow Queen endures as a 
tale of love and loss, good and evil, and loyalty in the face of great hardships. 
When Kai is cursed with the inability to perceive goodness, Gerda must set 
off all alone for a quest to repair his heart and free him from the palace of the 
Snow Queen. 

Rights sold to: Serbia, Slovenia, Slovakia 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
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The World Atlas 
written by Maria Zhuchenko 
illustrated by Iryna Zarubina 
 

The World Atlas is one of those wonderful books that could take you on a 
fascinating journey to the world of knowledge about the Earth and space. The 
publication presents thematic maps, educational materials about the structure 
of the Earth, its climate and natural zones of mineral resources and 
geographical discoveries. Naturalistic watercolor paintings of animals and 
plants will allow plunging into the atmosphere of this intercontinental travel. 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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Vitya Zaychik has a secret. A Magic Talisman 
written by Vsevolod Nestaiko 
illustrated by  Olena  Potomkina 

Vitya grows up with his loving and kind grandmother who is a remarkable 
inventor. But the boy misses his dad, who works somewhere in Africa and is 
not able to come to the holidays... The mysterious Miss Secret promises that 
he and his dad will definitely meet, and invites the child to travel to the 
fabulous countries of Evilland and Goodland. Vitya heard about these lands 
only from his grandmother's tales. But maybe one day the boy will finally 
meet his father and save the good girl Dobrynka from evil King Zlanik? ("The 
Secret of Viti Zaychyk")A Magic TalismanThree friends from a village 
received a gift - a frog's leg - from a mysterious stranger. It turns out that it is 
a magic talisman that can fulfil all wishes. To win a car? No problem! To act 
in a movie? With pleasure! But the guys don't know yet: this is a real test for 
their friendship 

 

About the Author 

Vsevolod Nestaiko 

One of the most famous Ukrainian writers and a classic of children's literature. 

All books and stories by Vsevolod Nestayko are distinguished by bright 

characters, fun and exciting adventures, branded author's humor, as well as 

instructive stories that nurture in children only positive qualities. The writer 

received many awards, including the Order of Prince Yaroslav the Wise V 

degree. Vsevolod Nestayko's books are worth buying for parents of young 

children, as well as for all fans of high-level children's literature.  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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Wardrobe Magic 
written by Alina Shtefan 
illustrated by Mariana Mykytyuk 
 

This is a dynamic and full of adventures story about two zealous readers who 
travel in the... Wardrobe.Awesome descents on the bobsled track, fencing, 
biking and airship flights. You will learn a lot of interesting information from the 
animal world.It is the best entertainment for minds, because it teaches you to 
dream and to learn more about the world. And not to be afraid! 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
n.miroshnik@vivat.factor.ua 
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When I Was a Fox 
Written by Tanya Postavna 
Illustrated by Mariya Foya 
 

Open the magical world of childhood. A girl is growing up in an atmosphere of 
love under the care of her grandparents. The little girl, red as a fox, tells about 
daily witty adventures, the most cherished dreams, the fabulous miracles that 
happen to her. The book is about understanding between children and adults 
and about the rapid changes in life.The fox represents the love of life, the 
belief that every day is a true miracle. "When I Was A Fox" is an important 
book about the perception of the world that should be read and discussed in 
the family circle.• The winner of the “Top BaraBOOKa-2019”: the Best 
Children's Book in the category “The debut of the Year"   • The book 
was included in the top 5 ranking of the Children's Book of the Year 2019 (BBC 
news)• Espresso: the readers’ choice 2020 

Rights sold to:  Croatia 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
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Мimi 
written by Julia Semchenko 
illustrated by Inna Chernyak 

Cute story about chicken named Mimi who is looking for Prince Charming. 
Mimi has a dream to visit Paris. So she travels, meets new friends, exchanges 
experiences, gets in troubles and solves problems. Mimi enjoys life, the 
company of friends and, of course, her Prince, a rooster. And France ... And 
France will be some day. Because dreams come true! 

 

  

Contact to all languages:  

Vivat Publishing Ltd, Foreign Rights Manager - Natalie Miroshnyk - 
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JUVENILE FICTION

THE ADVENTURES OF A BLUE PARROT
by Lesia Voronyna

If you like stories full of crazy adventures and dangers, amazing secrets and
meetings — this book is for you!

The book includes three stories.

Together with the characters of the fantasy story "Khlus and others", you will
find yourself inside a stunning computer game, from which there seems to
be no way out. But the way out must be found, because the fate of the whole
world depends on it.

From the story "The Adventures of a Blue Parrot" you will learn about a
secret underground hiding place where animals that escaped from their
owners live.

And after reading the story "The Secret of the Black Lake" you will find out
whether two intergalactic travellers will be lucky enough to return home and
what secrets the aliens will share with the inhabitants of the Earth.

The book has beautiful colour illustrations.

About the Author

Lesia VORONYNA
Lesia Voronyna is a well-known Ukrainian modern children's writer,
translator and journalist, a winner of many literary competitions.

Lesia Voronyna was nominated for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
2020 and 2021.

This book is illustrated by Kateryna SHTANKO, one of the most renowned
and most beloved Ukrainian book illustrators who has participated in and has
won many awards in Ukrainian and international exhibitions.

Kateryna Shtanko was included in the list of nominees for the Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award 2020 and 2021.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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FED’KO, AN ALIEN FROM THE INTERNET
by Serhiy Grydin

Life without adventure is boring and uninteresting. And if an adventure is
arranged for you by a computer virus, you can expect anything. Stunning
underground races, escape from pirates, acquaintance with the aborigines
who worship a monstrous water monster — read about all this in the story
"Fed'ko, an Alien from the Internet" by Serhiy Grydin.

This is the first story in a series of the books about a mischievous and at the
same time cute computer virus and his friends Bilenky and Professor.

About the Author

Serhiy GRYDIN
Serhiy Grydin is a modern Ukrainian writer, author of books for children and
teenagers.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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FED'KO IN A VIRTUAL CITY
by Serhiy Grydin

Even between the best of friends, unfortunate misunderstandings sometimes
occur. And sometimes their consequences can be unpredictable. In Serhiy
Grydin's second book about the adventures of a computer virus in a virtual
city, Bilenky and his friends will have to work hard and overcome many
obstacles to free Fed'ko from anti-virus captivity and save the locals from the
devastating invasion of foreign viruses.

This is the second story in a series of the books about a mischievous and at
the same time cute computer virus and his friends Bilenky and Professor.

About the Author

Serhiy GRYDIN
Serhiy Grydin is a modern Ukrainian writer, author of books for children and
teenagers.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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AN ELEPHANT NAMED BUTTON AND THE CARNIVAL
OF WIZARDS
by Lesia Voronyna

Perhaps everyone dreams of experiencing a fairy-tale adventure. The girl
called Yasia is lucky, because she has a wonderful friend — a tiny magical
elephant named Button. With him, she is carried to a wonderful world where
at every turn she can meet incredible creatures and even visit the fantastic
Carnival of Wizards!

The book has beautiful colour illustrations.

About the Author

Lesia VORONYNA
Lesia Voronyna is a well-known Ukrainian modern children's writer,
translator and journalist, a winner of many literary competitions.

Lesia Voronyna was nominated for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
2020 and 2021.

This book is illustrated by Kateryna SHTANKO, one of the most renowned
and most beloved Ukrainian book illustrators who has participated in and has
won many awards in Ukrainian and international exhibitions.

Kateryna Shtanko was included in the list of nominees for the Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award 2020 and 2021.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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AN ELEPHANT NAMED BUTTON AND PETAL MAGIC
by Lesia Voronyna

An elephant named Button is a magician. First of all, he is tiny, the size of a
button. Secondly, he can talk. And he is also able to move from cold winter
to fairy summer. All you have to do is write special words on the petals of the
chestnut flower. And then you will find yourself on the Stone Glade near
Singing Creek, where the Fire Flower disseminates its magic seeds around
the world for warming the ground and keeping the spring flowers from
freezing.

The book has beautiful colour illustrations.

About the Author

Lesia VORONYNA
Lesia Voronyna is a well-known Ukrainian modern children's writer,
translator and journalist, a winner of many literary competitions.

Lesia Voronyna was nominated for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
2020 and 2021.

This book is illustrated by Kateryna SHTANKO, one of the most renowned
and most beloved Ukrainian book illustrators who has participated in and has
won many awards in Ukrainian and international exhibitions.

Kateryna Shtanko was included in the list of nominees for the Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award 2020 and 2021.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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A CHRISTMAS TALE BY AN ELEPHANT NAMED BUTTON
by Lesia Voronyna

Do you know that miracles happen on Christmas night? Especially if you find
yourself in a winter forest with a real magician — a tiny elephant named
Button. Such a fantastic adventure happened to the girl Yasia, who had to
meet insidious sorcerers, rescue a deer from a dangerous trap and have fun
with all the forest dwellers at the fabulous Christmas carnival organized by
the elephant named Button!

The book has beautiful colour illustrations.

About the Author

Lesia VORONYNA
Lesia Voronyna is a well-known Ukrainian modern children's writer,
translator and journalist, a winner of many literary competitions.

Lesia Voronyna was nominated for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
2020 and 2021.

This book is illustrated by Kateryna SHTANKO, one of the most renowned
and most beloved Ukrainian book illustrators who has participated in and has
won many awards in Ukrainian and international exhibitions.

Kateryna Shtanko was included in the list of nominees for the Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award 2020 and 2021.

Znannia Publishing House, Kyiv, Ukraine. Phone +38 044 234 80 43. Contact person: Lesia Kyrpych.
e-mail: lesia.kyrpych@gmail.com https://znannia.com.ua
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